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Thou shalt not take the name of YHWH thy God in vain. 

“You shall not take the name of the Lord [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] your God in vain [that is, 

irreverently, in false affirmations or in ways that impugn the character of 

God]; for the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the 

Hebrew text] will not hold guiltless nor leave unpunished the one who 

takes [Using the name of God in a casual, frivolous way establishes a 

mindset that diminishes and dishonors the omnipotent God. Using the 

name of God to abuse, manipulate, or deceive invites judgment.] His name 

in vain [disregarding its reverence and its power].” 

(Exodus 20:7, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

The Third Commandment is cited four times in the Old Testament: Exodus 20:7; 

Leviticus 19:12, 22:32; and Deuteronomy 5:11. The First and Second Commandments 

mandate that we worship only one God, the creator and sustainer of the universe. The 

Third Commandment requires that we correctly identify and appropriately honor 

Him. 

Identifying God Correctly 

Correctly identifying God begins with acknowledging His name. Ironically, while the 

names of at least thirty-seven other gods can be found in the Bible, the name of the God 

of the Bible is nowhere to be seen in most standard English versions. The King James 

Version, like all mainline translations, renders the Third Commandment as follows: 

“Thou shalt not take the name of the LORD [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] thy God in vain; for the LORD 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] will not hold 

him guiltless that taketh his name in vain.” 

(Exodus 20:7, KJV, emphasis and comments added) 

This is not how God’s Holy Spirit intended for the Third Commandment to be written. 

The inspired Third Commandment reads as follows with the KJV translation corrected: 
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“Thou shalt not take the name of YHWH thy God in vain; for YHWH will 

not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain.” 

Making Vain the Name 

YHWH (most often pronounced Yahweh) is the English transliteration1 of the 

Tetragrammaton, the four Hebrew letters representing God’s personal name. God’s 

Holy Spirit inspired the Tetragrammaton to appear in the Old Testament 6,823 times. 

Why then can it not be found in our common English versions? An abbreviated form 

appears at the end of hallelujah, which translates “praise ye Yah,” and at the end of 

numerous Hebrew names, such as Eliyah, Nechemyah, and Isayah, when spelled 

correctly. But these exceptions are insufficient to render due honor to God’s name. 

On their own preference, the English translators replaced God’s name with uninspired 

titles and, occasionally, with the false name “Jehovah.” No translator has the right to 

remove or to replace God’s inspired words – much less God’s inspired name – 

regardless of how lofty the excuse: 

“4 Who has ascended into heaven and descended? Who has gathered the 

wind in His fists? Who has bound the waters in His garment? Who has 

established all the ends of the earth? What is His name, and what is 

His Son’s name? Certainly you know! 

5 Every word of God is tested and refined [like silver]; He is a shield to 

those who trust and take refuge in Him. 

6 Do not add to His words, Or He will reprove you, and you will be 

found a liar.” 

(Proverbs 30:4-6, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

This is precisely what most English translators have done. They have taken away and 

added to God’s Word by replacing His personal name with the capital letters “LORD” 

and “GOD” or with the counterfeit name “Jehovah.” 

The Name “Jehovah” and “Yehowah” 

Jehovah (/dʒɪˈhoʊvə/) is a Latinization of the Hebrew ְיֹהָוה, one vocalization of the 

Tetragrammaton יהוה (YHWH), the proper name of the God of Israel in the Hebrew 

Bible and one of the seven names of God in Judaism. 

 
1 Transliteration commutes the letters of a word from one language to another. Personal names are 
almost always transliterated, whereas other words are almost always translated, commuting the meaning 
of a word from one language to another. 
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The consensus among scholars is that the historical vocalization of the Tetragrammaton 

(YHWH) at the time of the redaction of the Torah (6th century BCE) is most likely 

Yahweh. The historical vocalization was lost because in Second Temple Judaism, during 

the 3rd to 2nd centuries BCE, the pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton came to be 

avoided, being substituted with Adonai ( יֲאֹדנָָ  “my Lord”). The Hebrew vowel points of 

Adonai were added to the Tetragrammaton by the Masoretes, and the resulting form 

was transliterated around the 12th century as Yehowah.2 The derived forms Iehouah and 

Jehovah first appeared in the 16th century. 

Jehovah was first introduced by William Tyndale in his translation of Exodus 6:3 and it 

appears in some other early English translations including the Geneva Bible and the 

King James Version.3 The United States Conference of Catholic Bishops states that in 

order to pronounce the Tetragrammaton “it is necessary to introduce vowels that alter 

the written and spoken forms of the name (i.e. “Yahweh” or “Jehovah”).”4 Jehovah 

appears in the Old Testament of some widely used translations including the American 

Standard Version (1901) and Young's Literal Translation (1862, 1899); the New World 

Translation (1961, 2013) uses Jehovah in both the Old and New Testaments. Jehovah 

does not appear in most mainstream English translations, some of which use Yahweh 

but most continue to use “Lord” or “LORD” to represent the Tetragrammaton.56 

To read more on the name “Jehovah,” Click HERE. 

 
 

2 Schaff, Philip -Yahweh The New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge Volume XII, 
Paper Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1950, pg. 480. 
3 In the 7th paragraph of Introduction to the Old Testament of the New English Bible, Sir Godfrey Driver 
wrote, “The early translators generally substituted ‘Lord’ for [YHWH]. [...] The Reformers preferred 
Jehovah, which first appeared as Iehouah in 1530 A.D., in Tyndale’s translation of the Pentateuch 
(Exodus 6.3), from which it passed into other Protestant Bibles.” 
4 “The Name of God in the Liturgy.” United States Conference of Catholic Bishops. 2008. 
5 English Standard Version Translation Oversight Committee Preface to the English Standard Version 
Quote: “When the vowels of the word adonai are placed with the consonants of YHWH, this results in the 
familiar word Jehovah that was used in some earlier English Bible translations. As is common among 
English translations today, the ESV (English Standard Version) usually renders the personal name of God 
(YHWH) with the word Lord (printed in small capitals).” 
6 Bruce M. Metzger for the New Revised Standard Version Committee. To the Reader, pg. 5. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jehovah#:~:text=Early%20modern%20translators%20disregarded%20the,accompanied%20them%2C%20resulting%20in%20the
http://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupid?key=olbp27827
https://www.usccb.org/prayer-and-worship/the-mass/frequently-asked-questions/upload/name-of-god.pdf
http://staticu.bgcdn.com/versions/NRSV/NRSV-To-the-Reader.pdf
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SIDE NOTE: The above illustration is of the Moabite Stone which is housed at the 

Louvre Museum in Paris. This stone contains the Name of the Creator and it is written 

in Paleo-Hebrew which is also known as Middle Hebrew. 

The “monstrosity” (man-made from different parts) word “Jehovah” contains a terrible 

coincidental meaning in Hebrew. The word “hovah,” in Hebrew is based on a word that 

means ruin, mischief, disaster according to Strong’s Concordance Dictionary #H1943 

 Other meanings to “hovah” are destruction, calamity and wickedness .(hôvâh ֹהָוה)

defined by Merriam-Webster Dictionary. The word “mischief” as it is translated in the 

KJV occurs 3 times in 2 verses in the Hebrew concordance of the KJV.7 The two verses 

are Isaiah 47:11 and Ezekiel 7:26. 

Has the adversary done this to make our Creator’s Name mean “I am ruin; I am 

calamity, I am mischief, I am destruction/disaster and I am wickedness?” 

Please keep in mind that there were no vowel and cantillation marks in the Hebrew 

language between 600 CE and the beginning of the 10th Century. The scholars who 

preserved the pronunciation of the Bibles were known as the Masoretes.8 

Most World religions have an object of worship that they call Lord or God; however, 
these are titles, not proper names. The noun god or God can be described as anything 
that is worshiped by men as a deity and lord or Lord as one who has power and 
authority from headship or leadership. The dictionary defines God as: 

“… any of various beings conceived of as supernatural, immortal and 

having special powers over the lives and affairs of people and the course of 

nature; deity, especially a male deity.”9 

Multitudes from innumerable religions from around the world call their deity(s) by the 

common title God. The name of the pagan god Baal we see in the Old Testament means 

“lord.”10 This is the origin of the word Baalzebub (Beelzebub) or “Lord of the flies.”11 We 

must ask then, who is their “God” and “Lord”? 

The more important question is, “What is the Name of YOUR God—the one you call 

Lord?” The Creator of heaven and earth has an incomparable and Sacred Name which 

He will not share with other gods—for He will give His Glory to no other: 

 
7 Lexicon :: Strong's H1943 – hovah. 
8 Biblical Hebrew. 
9 Webster’s New World Dictionary, College Edition, “God.” 
10 “Baal means ‘lord’ or ‘owner’ and was often used as a general term for god.” 
Footnote to Hosea 2:13. Ryrie Study Bible —NASB (Chicago: Moody Press, 1995), pg. 1377. 
11 “Beelzebub. The prince of demons (Matthew 12:24); the Greek form of the Hebrew name Baal-Zebub 
(‘lord of flies’),…” Footnote on Matthew 10:25. The NIV Study Bible (Grand Rapids: The Zondervan 
Corporation, 1985), pg. 1457. 

https://www.blueletterbible.org/lang/lexicon/lexicon.cfm?t=kjv&strongs=h1943
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biblical_Hebrew#:~:text=Vowel%20and%20cantillation%20marks%20were,were%20known%20as%20the%20Masoretes.
https://www.yourdictionary.com/about/websters-new-world-college-dictionary.html
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“I am the Lord, that is My Name; My glory I will not give to another, 

Nor My praise to carved idols.” 

(Isaiah 42:8, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

His name throughout the Scriptures is called holy and exalted. In the Old Testament, 

we see the names of various pagan gods that are spelled out such as Molech, Dagon, 

Ashtoreth, Baal, Marduk and others) and yet His Divine and Most Holy Name has been 

substituted, with some rare exceptions, with the generic title of LORD. 

It is important to emphasize that the common title God (θεός, theos in Greek) has its 

roots in paganism. This title has been shared among the various heathen deities 

throughout man’s history. Since the Second Century the Hebrew word, Elohim, which 

means “the Mighty One” has been translated as God throughout most versions of the 

Scriptures. 

When the English translators chose not to remain true to the Hebrew text, they broke 

the Third Commandment by making God’s name vain, or of none effect. The word 

“vain” as found in the Third Commandment, is translated from the Hebrew word shav 

(Strong’s Concordance Dictionary #H7723 ָשְוא shâv'). It is the same word translated 

“false” in the Ninth Commandment: 

“Neither shalt thou bear false [Strong’s Concordance Dictionary #H7723 

 ”.shâv'] witness against thy neighbour ָשְוא

(Deuteronomy 5:20, KJV, emphasis and comment added) 

We are not to use God’s name falsely or bear false witness to it by replacing it with titles 

and other substitutions. After the Babylonian Exile of the Jews in the Sixth Century BCE 

and especially from the Third Century BCE on, the Jews ceased to use the name Yahweh 

for two reasons. As Judaism became a universal rather than merely a local religion, the 

more common noun Elohim, meaning “God,” tended to replace Yahweh to demonstrate 

the universal sovereignty of Israel’s God over all others. At the same time, the Divine 

Name was increasingly regarded as too sacred to be uttered; it was thus replaced vocally 

in the synagogue ritual by the Hebrew word Adonai (“My Lord”), which was translated 

as Kyrios (“Lord”) in the Septuagint which is the Greek version of the Hebrew 

Scriptures.12 

Authority vs. Identification 

Some people claim the Third Commandment has absolutely nothing to do with the 

literal name of God but it only is dealing with the authority of His Name. Authority is 

 
12 Yahweh. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Yahweh
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implied in the Hebrew word shem (Strong’s Concordance Dictionary #H8034 ָם  שֵׁ

shêm) which is translated as “name” in the Third Commandment: 

“shem (shame) … an appellation, as a mark or memorial of individuality; 

by implication honor, authority, character.”13 

The Hebrew word shem is used in the Old Testament 824 times, and in the King James 

Version, it is translated “name,” “names” or “named” in all but 17 of those instances. It 

is never translated “authority.” Shem is most often used to designate something or 

someone, such as the names of the rivers we see in Genesis 2:10-14 or the name Adam 

gave Eve in Genesis 3:20. Although authority is implied in a few cases, in all other 

instances, shem is simply used in reference to proper and/or personal names. 

The authority intrinsic in God’s name is found only in His name. For example, a Roman 

soldier’s authority was in the name of Nero. Had that soldier presented himself in the 

name of Nebuchadnezzar or any other ruler, no one would have recognized his 

authority. 

Scriptural Emphasis 

Although we have been charged to remember, commemorate and to memorialize God’s 

personal name, most modern translators have done just the opposite by erasing His 

Name from the Scriptures and thereby removing His Name from the memory of most of 

His people. 

Consider the emphasis YHWH, the patriarchs, the prophets, Yeshua,14 and the New 

Testament authors placed upon YHWH’s name. Although disagreements remain 

regarding the spelling and pronunciation of His Name, the following passages resolve 

any questions as to its importance: 

“Then God also said to Moses, “This is what you shall say to the Israelites, 

‘The Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text], 

the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, 

and the God of Jacob (Israel), has sent me to you.’ This is My Name 

[To know the names of God is to understand His many attributes and 

grasp the godly characteristic which the name denotes (Exodus 6:3; 1 

Kings 8:33 ff; Psalm 91:14; Isaiah 52:6, 64:2; Jeremiah 16:21). God’s name 

is His self-revelation.] forever, and this is My memorial [name] to 

all generations.” 

(Exodus 3:15, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

 
13 James Strong, “Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary,” The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 
Bible, s.v. “shem” (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990) pg. 117. 
14 The Savior’s given Hebrew name is Yeshua (pronounced yay-shoo'-ah), an abbreviated English 
transliteration of the Hebrew name Yehoshua. 

https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
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Moses speaking YHWH’s words to Pharaoh “But indeed for this very 

reason I [Yahweh] have allowed you [Pharaoh] to live, in order to show 

you My power and in order that My name may be proclaimed 

throughout all the earth.” 

(Exodus 9:16, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis comments added) 

“If you are not careful to do all the words of this law that are written in this 

book, to fear and honor with reverence this glorious and 

awesome name, the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in 

the Hebrew text] your God,” 

(Deuteronomy 28:58, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

“For I proclaim the name [and presence] of the Lord [Strong’s 

Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text]; Ascribe greatness 

and honor to our God!” 

(Deuteronomy 32:3, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

“Glory in His holy name; Let the hearts of those who seek the Lord 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] rejoice.” 

(1 Chronicles 16:10, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

“Let Your name [and the character that it denotes] endure and be 

magnified forever, saying, ‘The Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text] of hosts is the God of Israel, yes, a God to 

Israel; and the house of Your servant David is established before You.’ ” 

(1 Chronicles 17:24, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

“I will tell of Your name to my countrymen; In the midst of the 

congregation I will praise You.” 

(Psalm 22:22, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

There are many more Scriptures teaching us to honor His Name. Check 

these Scriptures out: Psalm 29:2, 45:17, 52:9, 54:6, 66:2, 68:4, 72:17-19, 

76:1, 79:6, 83:16-18, 99:3, 103:1, 105:1-3, 106:47, 111:9, 113:1-3, 135:13, 

145:21; Isaiah 24:15, 26:8; Jeremiah 10:25; Ezekiel 36:21-23, 39:25; Hosea 

12:5; Micah 6:9; Malachi 2:2, 3:16-17; Matthew 6:9; Hebrews 13:15; 

Revelation 2:13, 3:8-13, 11:18, 14:1 and 22:3-4) 

Among other things, we are to memorialize, declare, publish, glory in, magnify, glorify, 

wait on, praise, honor, extol, seek, bless, call upon, thank, desire, think upon, hallow, 

hold fast, and fear YHWH’s name. How can we do any of these things if we do not know 

His Name? 
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Our God’s Name: LORD, Jehovah, or Yahweh? 
The Sin of the English Translators 

The English word “memorial” (Strong’s Concordance #H2143 זֵֶׁכר zêker) in Exodus 

3:15, Psalm 135:13 and Hosea 12:5 is translated from the Hebrew word zeker. Strong’s 

Concordance defines both zeker and its root word zakar as follows: 

“zeker (zay'-ker); or zeker (zeh'-ker); from … [zakar]; a memento, abstr.  

As 

zakar (zaw-kar'); a primitive root; properly, to mark (so as to be 

recognized), i.e. to remember; by implication, to mention….”15 

Zakar is the same Hebrew word translated “mention” in Exodus 23: 

“Now concerning everything which I [Moses] have said to you, be on your 

guard; do not mention the name of other gods [either in a blessing 

or in a curse]; do not let such speech be heard [coming] from your 

mouth.” 

(Exodus 23:13, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

Exodus Chapter 23 commands us not to mention and therefore not to 

memorialize, the personal names of other gods, whereas Exodus Chapter 3 commands 

us to memorialize – to use – the name of our God YHWH. With this in mind, consider 

the following definitions of the Hebrew word shav, which is translated “vain” in the 

Third Commandment: 

“…Emptiness, nothingness, vanity….”16 

“…in the sense of desolating; evil (as destructive), literally (ruin) … 

uselessness (as deceptive, objective; also adverbially, in vain).”17 

This is precisely what most English translators have done when they replaced Yahweh’s 

personal name with impersonal titles – they desolated and therefore made His 

name vain. In Exodus 23:13, it commands us not to mention the names of other 

gods. However, because the translators have removed the Tetragrammaton “YHWH” 

from the Bible and they have replaced it with stand-in titles; it has and continues to 

cause us to lose His Name. As a result, His Name is seldom ever mentioned and, 

 
15 James Strong, “Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary,” The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 
Bible, s.v. “zakar” (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990) pg. 35. 
16 Francis Brown, et al., The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew and English Lexicon, s.v. 
“shav” (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 1979) pg. 996. 
17 James Strong, “Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary,” The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 
Bible, s.v. “shav” (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990) pg. 113. 

https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/New-Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius-Hebrew-English-Lexicon/dp/B000J2U8CO
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
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therefore, His Name has been forgotten by the majority of today’s Israelites18 and non-

Israelites alike. One of the psalmists went so far as to associate forgetting the name of 

Yahweh with idolatry: 

“20 If we had forgotten the name of our God Or stretched out 

our hands to a strange god, 21 Would not God discover this? For 

He knows the secrets of the heart.” 

(Psalm 44:20-21, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

The Holy Spirit inspired the writers of the Old Testament to use the Tetragrammaton 

nearly 7,000 times in the Hebrew text and yet, His Name cannot be found even once in 

most standard English Bibles! 

King Solomon warned us that “Every word of God is tested and refined [like silver]…. 

Do not add to His words, or He will reprove you, and you will be found a liar” (Proverbs 

30:5-6). No one should be disturbed about reinserting the Tetragrammaton into the Old 

Testament text. The English translators took away from and added to YHWH’s Absolute 

Written Word when they removed the Tetragrammaton and they replaced it with 

uninspired titles. Reinserting the Tetragrammaton is simply reestablishing what the 

Hebrew text originally had so that we do not forget His Name. 

Immediately following Solomon’s admonition against adding to Yahweh’s words is a 

question pertaining to the names of God and His Son: 

“Who has ascended into heaven and descended? Who has gathered the 

wind in His fists? Who has bound the waters in His garment? Who has 

established all the ends of the earth? What is His name, and what is 

His Son’s name? Certainly you know!” 

(Proverbs 30:4, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

Because the English translators have subtracted from and added to Yahweh’s Word 

by replacing “YHWH” which is in the original Hebrew text with the capital letters 

“LORD” and “GOD,” few people can tell or even know what His Name is. 

Jewish Influence 

Incredibly, the prefaces and forewords of most English versions of the Bible state the 

reasons the English translators chose to remove His Name. After admitting “it is almost 

if not quite certain that the Name was originally pronounced ‘Yahweh,’ ” the translators 

of the Revised Standard Version excuse themselves for removing the Tetragrammaton 

from the Old Testament: 

 
18 God’s Covenant People: Yesterday, Today and Forever by Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php#godscovenantpeople
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“The present revision returns to the procedure of the King James Version 

… and the long established practice in the reading of the Hebrew 

scriptures in the synagogue…. For two reasons the committee has returned 

to the more familiar usage [of substituting “the LORD” or “GOD” for 

YHWH] of the King James Version: (1) the word ‘Jehovah’ does not 

accurately represent any form of the name ever used in Hebrew; and (2) 

the use of any proper name for the one and only God, as though there were 

other gods from whom He had to be distinguished, was discontinued in 

Judaism before the Christian era and is entirely inappropriate for the 

universal faith of the Christian Church.”19 (comment added) 

Initially, these reasons may appear convincing. However, no man or group of men have 

the right to overrule YHWH regardless of the excuse. Yahweh, and Yahweh alone, knows 

what standard is appropriate for the Christian Church. 

The editorial board of the New American Standard Bible made the following admission: 

“This name [Yahweh] has not been pronounced by the Jews…. Therefore, 

it has been consistently translated Lord.”20 (comment added) 

What the Jews pronounce or do not pronounce should have no bearing on how YHWH’s 

inspired Word is translated. 

The Complete Bible: An American Translation, also known as The Smith and Goodspeed 

English Bible, is probably the most candid: 

“As nearly as we can now tell, the Hebrews called their Deity by the Name 

Yahweh, and in a shorter form, Yah…. In course of time … [YHWH was] 

substituted [with] the Hebrew word “Lord.” When vowels were added to 

the text, the consonants of “Yahweh” were given the vowels of “Lord.” 

Somewhere in the fourteenth century A.D. Christian scholars, not 

understanding this usage, took the vowels and consonants exactly as they 

were written and produced the artificial name “Jehovah” which has 

persisted ever since. In this translation we have followed the 

orthodox Jewish tradition and substituted “the Lord” for the name 

“Yahweh” and the phrase “the Lord God” for the phrase “the Lord 

Yahweh.” In all cases where “Lord” or “God” represents an original 

“Yahweh” small capitals are employed. Anyone, therefore, who desires to 

 
19 Revised Standard Version Committee, Preface, The Holy Bible Revised Standard Version (Cleveland, 
OH: The World Publishing Company, 1962) pg. v. 
20 The Lockman Foundation, Foreword, New American Standard Bible, updated edition (Anaheim, CA: 
Foundation Publications, Inc., 1997) pg. iv. 
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retain the flavor of the original text has but to read “Yahweh” wherever he 

sees LORD or GOD.”21 (emphasis and comments added) 

In light of Matthew 15:3, the English translators have no excuse for their actions: 

“3 He [Yeshua] replied to them [corrupt Judahite scribes and Pharisees], 

“Why also do you violate the commandment of God for the sake of your 

tradition [handed down by the elders]? 4 For God said [through Moses], 

‘Honor your father and mother,’ and, ‘He who speaks evil of or insults or 

treats improperly father or mother is to be put to death.’ 5 But you say, ‘If 

anyone says to his father or mother, “Whatever [money or resource that] I 

have that would help you is [already dedicated and] given to God, 6 he is 

not to honor his father or his mother [by helping them with their need].’ 

So by this you have invalidated the word of God [depriving it of force and 

authority and making it of no effect] for the sake of your tradition [handed 

down by the elders]. 7 You hypocrites (play-actors, pretenders), rightly did 

Isaiah prophesy of you when he said, 

8 ‘This people honors Me with their lips, But their heart is far away from 

Me. 

9 ‘But in vain do they worship Me, For they teach as doctrines the precepts 

of men.’ ” 

(Matthew 15:3-9, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

When confronting the scribes and Pharisees, Yeshua condemned them for promoting 

the traditions of the elders. These same traditions were later codified into what is known 

today as the Babylonian Talmud.22 No one should be surprised that this Jewish book of 

faith teaches the suppression and degradation of Yahweh’s Name: 

 
21 John Merlin Powis Smith, Preface, The Complete Bible: An American Translation (Chicago, IL: The 
University of Chicago Press, 1939) pg. xv. 
22 “The Talmud … is the legal code which forms the basis of Jewish religious law and it is the textbook 
used in the training of rabbis.” Rabbi Morris Norman Kertzer, “What is a Jew?” LOOK Magazine, 17 June 
1952, pg. 123. 

“Our Judaism, as we know it today, is based on the Talmud…. Every decision in Jewish life, great or small, 
has been taken in accordance with Talmudic authority…. The Talmud became … the only authority in 
Judaism….” Rabbi Eliezer Berkovits, Towards Historic Judaism (Oxford, England: The East and West 
Library, 1943) pp. 26-27. 

A more thorough discussion of the Talmud may be read in God’s Covenant People: Yesterday, Today and 
Forever. Most of God’s Covenant People by Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.amazon.com/Towards-historic-Judaism-Eliezer-Berkovits/dp/B0006EFN8O/ref=sr_1_14?dchild=1&qid=1606061021&refinements=p_27%3AEliezer+Berkovits&s=books&sr=1-14
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php#godscovenantpeople
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php#godscovenantpeople
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“…one says the Name … in the provinces, with a euphemism.”23 (Mishnah 

Sotah 7:6) 

“…these [people who pronounce Yahweh’s name] are the ones who have 

no portion in the world to come.” (Mishnah Sanhedrin 10:1) (comment 

added) 

Regrettably, current English versions of the Septuagint (the Second-Century BCE Greek 

translation of the Hebrew Old Testament) translates Leviticus 24:16 similarly: 

“And he that names the name of the Lord, let him die the death … let him 

die for naming the name of the Lord.” (Leviticus 24:16, LXX) 

This translation not only contradicts the Masoretic Hebrew text but it also contradicts 

many other Septuagint passages: 

“…I have called on the name of the Lord, assign ye greatness to our God.” 

(Deuteronomy 32:3, LXX) 

“I will declare thy name to my brethren….” (Psalm 22:22, LXX) 

“They shall make mention of thy name from generation to generation….” 

(Psalm 45:17, LXX) 

“Pour out Thy wrath upon … kingdoms which have not called upon Thy 

name.” (Psalm 79:6, LXX) 

The King James Version – with the Tetragrammaton reinserted – provides the true 

intent: 

“And he that blasphemeth the name of YHWH, he shall surely be put to 

death … when he blasphemeth the name of YHWH, shall be put to death.” 

(Leviticus 24:16) 

The preface of the Good News Bible declares that Yahweh’s name first began to be 

deleted from the Bible with the translation of the Septuagint: 

“Following the ancient tradition, begun by the first [Greek] translation of 

the Hebrew Scriptures (the Septuagint) … [YHWH] the distinctive name 

for God … is in this translation represented by “LORD.” ”24 (comments 

added) 

 
23 “euphemism … the substitution of an agreeable or inoffensive expression for one that may offend or 
suggest something unpleasant [in this instance the name of Yahweh]….” Webster’s New Collegiate 
Dictionary – 1975. 
24 Preface, Good News Bible: The Bible in Today’s English Version (New York, NY: American Bible 
Society, 1976) pg. iv. 

https://www.worldcat.org/title/websters-new-collegiate-dictionary/oclc/1103131
https://www.worldcat.org/title/websters-new-collegiate-dictionary/oclc/1103131
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There is evidence, however, that the original Septuagint preserved YHWH’s Hebrew 

name. In Biblical Archeology Review, George Howard, Professor of Religion at the 

University of Georgia, provided important information from the Fuad Papyri collection: 

“In 1944, W.G. Waddell discovered the remains of an Egyptian papyrus 

scroll (Papyrus Fuad 266) dating to the first or second century BC that 

included part of the Septuagint. In no instance, however, was YHWH 

translated kyrios [lord]. Instead the Tetragrammaton itself – in square 

Aramaic letters – was written into the Greek text. This parallels the 

Qumran Covenanters’ use of the palaeo-Hebrew script for the Divine 

Name in a document which was otherwise written in square Aramaic 

script.”25 (comments added) 

Professor Howard provided evidence from two other Greek Old Testament manuscripts 

that also inserted the Hebrew Tetragrammaton into the Greek text: 

“Thus, we have three separate pre-Christian copies of the Greek 

Septuagint Bible and in not a single instance is the Tetragrammaton 

translated kyrios [lord] or for that matter translated at all. We can now say 

with near certainty that it was a Jewish practice before, during, and after 

the New Testament period to write the divine name in paleo-Hebrew or 

square Aramaic script or in transliteration right into the Greek text of 

Scripture.”26 (comment added) 

In its Appendix 1A, entitled “The Carry-Over of the Divine Name into the Greek 

Scriptures (With Twelve Supporting Fragments),” The Kingdom Interlinear Translation 

of the Greek Scriptures provides the following evidence that the Tetragrammaton was 

inserted into the original copies of the Greek Septuagint: 

“Not one of these fragments [of the second half of the book of 

Deuteronomy] shows an example of Kurios [Lord] or Theos [God] being 

used instead of the divine name, but in each instance the Tetragrammaton 

is written in square Hebrew characters. In 1944 a fragment of this papyrus 

was published by W.G. Waddell in Journal of Theological Studies, Vol. 45, 

pp. 158-161…. Commenting on this papyrus, Paul Kahle wrote in Studia 

Evangelica…. “…A characteristic of the papyrus is the fact that the name of 

God is rendered by the Tetragrammaton in Hebrew square letters. An 

examination of the published fragments of the papyrus undertaken … by 

Pater Vaccari resulted in his concluding that the papyrus, which must have 

 
25 George Eulan Howard, “The Name of God in the New Testament – Did the Earliest Gospels Use Hebrew 
Letters for the Tetragrammaton?” Biblical Archaeology Review (Washington, DC: Biblical Archaeology 
Society, March 1978) vol. iv, no. 1, pp. 12-13. 
26 Ibid, vol. iv, no. 1, p. 13. 
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been written about 400 years earlier than Codex B, contains perhaps the 

most perfect Septuagint text of Deuteronomy that has come down to us.” 

… Nine other Greek manuscripts also contain the divine name…. The 

Tetragrammaton persisted in copies of LXX [the Septuagint] for centuries 

after Christ and his apostles. Some time during the first half of the second 

century C.E., when Aquila’s own Greek version was produced, it also 

showed the Tetragrammaton in archaic Hebrew letters. Jerome, of the 

fourth and fifth centuries C.E., in his prologue to the books of Samuel and 

Kings said: “And we find the name of God, the Tetragrammaton … in 

certain Greek volumes even to this day expressed in ancient letters.” Thus 

down to the time of Jerome, the chief translator who produced the Latin 

Vulgate, there were Greek manuscripts of translations of the Hebrew 

Scriptures that still contained the divine name in its four Hebrew 

characters.”27 (comments added) 

Professor Howard explained how the corrupted Septuagint manuscripts may have 

affected New Testament quotes of Old Testament passages that perhaps were originally 

inspired with the Tetragrammaton intact: 

“A similar pattern probably evolved with respect to the New Testament. 

When the Septuagint which the New Testament church used and quoted 

contained the Hebrew form of the divine name, the New Testament 

writers no doubt included the Tetragrammaton in their quotations. But 

when the Hebrew form for the divine name was eliminated in favor of 

Greek substitutes in the Septuagint, it was eliminated from the New 

Testament quotations of the Septuagint. Thus toward the end of the first 

Christian century, the use of surrogates (kyrios and theos) and their 

contractions must have crowded out the Hebrew Tetragrammaton in both 

Testaments. Before long the divine name was lost to the Gentile church 

except insofar as it was reflected in the contracted surrogates or 

remembered by scholars.”28 (comment added) 

Matthew Chapter 4 provides one example where it appears that the Tetragrammaton, 

YHWH, was eliminated from an Old Testament passage quoted in the New Testament: 

“But he [Yeshua] answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live by 

bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.” 

(Matthew 4:4, KJV, emphasis and comment added) 

 
27 “The Carry-Over of the Divine Name into the Greek Scriptures (With Twelve Supporting Fragments),” 
Appendix, The Kingdom Interlinear Translation of the Greek Scriptures (Brooklyn, NY: Watchtower 
Bible and Tract Society of New York, Inc., 1985) pp. 1133-37. 
28 Howard, vol. iv, no. 1, p. 14. 
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Yeshua was quoting a passage from the book of Deuteronomy in which Yahweh had 

inspired the Tetragrammaton: 

“He humbled you and allowed you to be hungry and fed you with manna, 

[a substance] which you did not know, nor did your fathers know, so that 

He might make you understand [by personal experience] that man does 

not live by bread alone, but man lives by every word that proceeds out of 

the mouth of the Lord [YHWH].” 

(Deuteronomy 8:3, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

The corruption of Yahweh’s name in some of the later copies of the Septuagint occurred 

during the Second Century BCE when the Edomites intermingled with the house of 

Judah, even going so far as to take the name “Judahites.”29 Under the heading “God, 

Names Of,” The Standard Jewish Encyclopaedia informs us that the Septuagint was 

first translated during the Second Century BC.E.30 In short, the practice of substituting 

“YHWH” with either “the LORD” or “GOD” began at about the same time or shortly 

after “the Edomites became a section of the Jewish [Judahite] People.”31 This 

concurrence should not be discounted or minimized. Most of today’s Jews are 

descended, at least in part, from Esau/Edom,32 and most English translators 

admit they have removed Yahweh’s name because of Jewish influence. 

In addition to distorting the truth about the Third Commandment and the use of 

“Yahweh,” the Jewish authors of The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia admit to their 

presumptuous substitution of “Lord” for “Yahweh:” 

“As early as Bible times … this name [Yahweh] was never pronounced 

except once a year by the [Levitical] high priest on the Day of Atonement 

in the Temple at Jerusalem. The [Israelite] people, however, never spoke 

 
29 “They [the non-Israelite Edomites] were then [at the end of the 2nd century BC] incorporated with the 
Jewish [Judahite] nation….” “Edom, Idumea,” The Jewish Encyclopedia, 12 vols. (New York & London: 
Funk and Wagnalls Company, 1904) vol. 5, pg. 41. 

“…from then on they [the non-Israelite Edomites] constituted a part of the Jewish [Judahite] people, 
Herod [King of Judea] being one of their descendants.” “Edom (Idumea),” The New Standard Jewish 
Encyclopedia (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1977) pg. 589. 

“…they [the Edomites] were hereafter no other than [non-Israelite] Jews [Judahites].” Flavius Josephus, 
The Antiquities of the Jews (Grand Rapids, MI: Dregel Publications, 1960) Book 13, Chapter 9, Verse 1, 
pg. 279. 
30 “God, Names Of,” The Standard Jewish Encyclopedia (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 
1966) pg. 766. 
31 “Edom,” Encyclopaedia Judaica, 16 vols. (Jerusalem, Israel: Encyclopaedia Judaica Company, 1971) 
vol. 6, pg. 378. 
32 For more exhaustive evidence that today’s Jews are Edomites rather than Israelites, see the book The 
Mystery of the Gentiles: Who Are They and Where Are They Now? By Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.abebooks.com/book-search/title/the-standard-jewish-encyclopedia/author/cecil-roth/
https://www.abebooks.com/book-search/title/the-standard-jewish-encyclopedia/author/cecil-roth/
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2848/2848-h/2848-h.htm
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php
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the name at any time; the term Adonai … meaning “Lord,” was 

consistently substituted for [Yahweh]….”33 (comments added) 

Of course, this Jewish claim has no basis in Scripture what so ever. True Israelites had 

no hesitancy about calling upon Yahweh’s name. When the Divine Name is reinserted 

where it was originally inspired in the Scriptures, it is apparent that Yahweh intended 

those who read the Scriptures to speak and write His personal name. 

Masonic Influence 

Freemasonry, which is essentially an extension of Kabbalistic34 Judaism, followed the 

lead of the Jews who desired to conceal Yahweh’s name: 

“In Hebrew it [God’s name] consists of four letters … and hence is called 

the Tetragrammaton, or Four-lettered Name; and because it was 

forbidden to a Jew, as it is to a Freemason, to pronounce it, it is also called 

the Ineffable or Unpronounceable Name…. The first thing that attracts our 

attention in the investigation of this name is the ancient regulation, still 

existing, by which it was made unlawful to pronounce it…. Whatever may 

have been the reason, the rule was imperative among the Jews…. Capellus 

says that the rule that the holy name was not to be pronounced was 

derived from a tradition…. In the third chapter of that book [Exodus], 

when Moses asks of God what is His name, He replies “I am that I am;” … 

He adds, “this is my name forever.” …the Rabbis, says Capellus, by the 

change of a single letter, made l’olam, forever, read as if it had been 

written l’alam, which means to be concealed, and hence the passage was 

translated “this is my name to be concealed,” instead of “this is my name 

forever.” …In obedience to this law [Jewish tradition], whenever [God’s 

name] occurs to a Jew in reading, he abstains from pronouncing it, and 

substitutes in its place the word … Adonai [Lord].”35 (comments added) 

Because the English translators removed Yahweh’s name from our Bibles, the average 

Christian36 does not know or use His Name and thus they are observing the Jewish and 

 
33 “Jehovah,” The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, 10 vols. (New York, NY: Universal Jewish Encyclopedia 
Company, Inc., 1942) vol. 6, pp. 54-55. 
34 “Kabbalah (Heb. ‘tradition’): The mystical religious stream in Judaism [Talmudism]. The term 
K.[abbala] originally denoted the oral tradition which was transmitted alongside the Written Law, but in 
the 12th century [CE], it was adopted by mystics to denote the alleged continuity of their mystical 
‘tradition’ from early times.” “Kabbalah,” The Standard Jewish Encyclopedia (Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1966) pg. 1087. 
35 Albert Gallatin Mackey, “Jehovah,” Encyclopedia of Freemasonry (Chicago, IL: The Masonic History 
Company, 1958) pg. 501. 
36 Not everyone claiming to be a Christian has been properly instructed in the biblical plan of salvation. 
Mark 16:15-16; Acts 2:36-41, 22:1-16; Romans 6:3-4; Galatians 3:26-27; Colossians 2:11-13; and 1 Peter 

https://www.amazon.com/Universal-Jewish-Encyclopedia-Volumes-Spicebox-Zweig/dp/B000Z2RSJE
https://www.amazon.com/Standard-Jewish-Encyclopedia-Cecil-Roth/dp/B0000BTF9B
https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Freemasonry-L-Albert-Mackey/dp/1500582271
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Masonic tradition of removing His Name rather than complying with Yahweh’s Word to 

use and speak His Memorial Name. 

Power in God’s Name 

It is often claimed that Jews who refuse to pronounce Yahweh’s name chose to remove 

the Tetragrammaton from the Old Testament out of reverence for God. Removing what 

YHWH has inspired cannot be described as reverence. Faithful Old Covenant Israelites 

were not dissuaded by Jewish traditions from using Yahweh’s name when they wrote 

and read the Hebrew Scriptures as they were originally inspired. Neither did such 

traditions dissuade Yeshua from proclaiming Yahweh’s name: 

“6 I [Yeshua] have manifested [declared] Your [YHWH] name [and 

revealed Your very self, Your real self] to the people whom You have 

given Me out of the world; they were Yours and You gave them to Me, and 

they have kept and obeyed Your word. 

26 and I [Yeshua] have made Your [YHWH] name known to them, 

and will continue to make it known, so that the love with which You 

have loved Me may be in them [overwhelming their heart], and I [may be] 

in them.” 

(John 17:6, 26, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

There must be another reason for why the Jews have discouraged others from using 

Yahweh’s name. The following three quotations (two Jewish and one Masonic) 

demonstrate Jewry’s desire to reserve for themselves the power of Yahweh’s name: 

“A distinction was usually made [by Jews] between theoretical and 

practical K.[abbalism]; the latter consisted of the use of Divine or Holy 

Names … for healing the sick and other practical purposes and also for 

eschatological and genuinely mystical ends….”37 (comments added) 

“The specific name of God was, in a very literal sense, a terrible word. If 

not properly used, it could wreak havoc upon a man or upon a people. Its 

use therefore had to be guarded very carefully. That tradition still exists in 

Orthodox Judaism.”38 

 
3:21 should be studied in order to understand what is required to be covered by the blood of Yeshua and 
forgiven of your sins. 
37 “Kabbalah,” The Standard Jewish Encyclopedia (Garden City, NY: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1966) 
pp. 1087-88. 
38 Elmer Berger, A Partisan History of Judaism (New York, NY: The Devin-Adair Company, 1951) pg. 39. 
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“The Jews of old believed that this holy name … was possessed of 

unbounded powers. “He who pronounces it,” said they, “shakes heaven 

and earth, and inspires the very angels with astonishment and terror. 

There is a sovereign authority in this name; it governs the world by its 

power….” ”39 

Although Judaism’s perspective of the power residing in Yahweh’s name is distorted, 

most Christians fail to recognize that there is intrinsic power and protection in 

Yahweh’s name: 

“1 YHWH does answer you in the day of distress! The Name of 

the Elohim of Yaʽaqoḇ [Jacob] does set you on high! 2 He does send 

you help from the set-apart [Holy/Dedicated] place, And does uphold you 

from Tsiyon [Zion]! 3 He does remember all your offerings, And does 

accept your burnt offering! Selah. 4 He does give you according to your 

heart, And fills all your plans! 5 We sing of Your deliverance, And in the 

Name of our Elohim we set up a banner! YHWH does fill all your 

requests! 6 Now I know that YHWH shall save His Anointed; He answers 

him from His set-apart heavens With the saving might of His right hand. 7 

Some trust in chariots, and some in horses, But we remember the 

Name of YHWH our Elohim.” 

(Psalm 20:1-7, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comments added) 

“Through You [Yahweh] we push our [Israel’s] enemies; Through Your 

Name we tread down those who rise up against us.” 

(Psalm 44:5, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comments added) 

“O Elohim, save me by Your [Yahweh] Name, And rightly rule me by 

Your might.” 

(Psalm 54:1, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comment added) 

“Because he cleaves to Me [Yahweh] in love, Therefore I deliver him; I set 

him on high, Because he has known My Name [Yahweh].” 

(Psalm 91:14, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comments added) 

“Our help is in the Name of YHWH, Maker of the heavens and earth.” 

(Psalm 124:8, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis added) 

“The Name of YHWH is a strong tower; The righteous run into it 

and are safe.” 

 
39 Albert Gallatin Mackey, “Jehovah,” Encyclopedia of Freemasonry (Chicago, IL: The Masonic History 
Company, 1958) pg. 502. 
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(Proverbs 18:10, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis added) 

“There is none like You, O YHWH. You are great, and great is Your 

Name in might.” 

(Jeremiah 10:6, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis added) 

“And it shall be that everyone who calls on the Name of YHWH 

shall be delivered [See Acts 2:21; Romans 10:13.]. For on Mount Tsiyon 

[Zion] and in Yerushalayim [Jerusalem] there shall be an escape [See 

Isaiah 4:2-3; Obadiah v. 17 and Revelation 14:1.] as YHWH has said, and 

among the survivors whom YHWH calls.” 

(Joel 2:32, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comments added) 

Moreover, the enemies of YHWH fear His name: 

“So the nations will fear the name of the Lord [Strong’s 

Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text], And all the kings of 

the earth [will recognize] Your glory.” 

(Psalm 102:15, Amplified Bible (AMP, emphasis and comments added) 

“11 “For from [i.e. around the world.] the rising of the sun, even to 

its setting, My name shall be great among the nations. In every 

place incense is going to be offered to My name, and a grain offering that is 

pure; for My name shall be great among the nations,” says the Lord 

of hosts. 12 “But you [priests] profane it when you say, ‘The table of the 

Lord is defiled, and as for its fruit, its food is to be despised.’ 13 You also 

say, ‘How tiresome this is!’ And you disdainfully sniff at it,” says the Lord 

of hosts, “and you bring what was taken by robbery, and the lame or the 

sick [animals]; this you bring as an offering! Should I receive it with 

pleasure from your hand?” says the Lord. 14 “But cursed is the swindler 

who has a male in his flock and vows [to offer] it, but sacrifices to the Lord 

a blemished or diseased thing! For I am a great King,” says the Lord of 

hosts, “and My name is to be [reverently and greatly] feared among 

the nations.” ” 

(Malachi 1:11-14, Amplified Bible (AMP, emphasis and comments added) 

There are many agendas which are hostile to Christianity. The enemy’s desire is to 

eliminate Christianity’s God and therefore Christianity’s authority and power by first 

removing His Name from the Bible and by teaching that His Laws (Torah/Instructions) 

have been nailed to the cross. 
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One method of accomplishing this is to demote Yahweh to a generic god or lord, putting 

Him on equal footing with all other gods. We see this in 2 Kings Chapter 17 where it 

provides us with an example of this type of agenda: 

“27 Then the king of Assyria [Shalmaneser] commanded, “Take back [to 

Samaria] one of the priests [Levitical] whom you brought from 

there [Samaria], and have him go and live there; and have him 

teach the people [the non-Israelite exiles in Israel’s land] the custom 

of the god of the land.” 28 So one of the priests whom they had exiled 

from Samaria came [back] and lived in Bethel and taught them how they 

should fear [and worship] the Lord. 

29 But every nation still made gods of its own and put them in the houses 

(shrines) of the high places which the Samaritans had made, every nation 

in the cities where they lived. 30 The men of Babylon made Succoth-

benoth, the men of Cuth made Nergal, the men of Hamath made Ashima, 

31 the Avvites made Nibhaz and Tartak; and the Sepharvites burned their 

children in the fire to Adrammelech and Anammelech, the gods of 

Sepharvaim. 32 They also feared the Lord and appointed from among 

themselves priests of the high places, who sacrificed for them in the houses 

of the high places. 33 They feared the Lord, yet served their own gods, 

following the custom of the nations from among whom they had been sent 

into exile.” 

(2 Kings 17:27-33, Amplified Bible (AMP, emphasis and comments added) 

Yahweh became just another god, joining the ranks of Succoth-benoth, Nergal, Ashima, 

Nibhaz, Tartak, Adrammelech, and Anammelech. Today this is known as pluralism. 

Agnosticism, the belief that Yahweh is unknowable, is the next regressive step after 

pluralism. What better way to accomplish this design than to eradicate Yahweh’s 

identity, beginning with the elimination of His Name? In fact, this would make Yahweh 

even less of a god than the other gods because while the other gods are identified by 

name, Yahweh becomes nameless. For instance, if “YHWH” is not reinserted into 

2 Kings 17:27-33, He becomes a nameless God among seven man-made gods which are 

all identified by name. 

When the Apostle Paul was in Athens, he observed altars dedicated to gods that all had 

names. Among them was an altar with an inscription to an unnamed God: 

“22 So Paul, standing in the center of the Areopagus, said: “Men of 

Athens, I observe [with every turn I make throughout the city] that you are 

very religious and devout in all respects. 23 Now as I was going along and 

carefully looking at your objects of worship, I came to an altar with this 

inscription: ‘TO AN UNKNOWN [While the philosophers had little or no 
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regard for the old mythological gods of the Greeks, the temples to various 

deities remained and worship practices continued, at least as a formal 

tradition. The altar to the Unknown seems to have been constructed for 

the purpose of acknowledging any god who had been overlooked. Paul 

seized upon it as an opportunity to introduce the Greeks to Christ.] GOD.’ 

Therefore what you already worship as unknown, this I proclaim to you. 

24 The God who created the world and everything in it, since He is Lord of 

heaven and earth, does not dwell in temples made with hands;” 

(Acts 17:22-24, Amplified Bible (AMP, comments added) 

According to Paul, this altar on Mars’ Hill was devoted to Yahweh, the God who, as early 

as the 1st Century CE, had become nameless and unknown. The word “unknown” is 

translated from the Greek word agnostos (Strong’s Concordance Dictionary #G57 

α ̓́γνωστος), from which our English word “agnostic” is derived. Atheism follows 

agnosticism down this slippery road to spiritual ruin. 

Yahweh warned us of false teachers who would cause His people to forget His Name: 

“26 How long [shall this state of affairs continue]? Is there anything in the 

hearts of the prophets who prophesy falsehood, even these prophets of the 

deception of their own heart, 27 who think that they can make My 

people forget My Name by their [contrived] dreams which each 

one tells another, just as their fathers forgot My Name because 

of Baal?” 

(Jeremiah 23:26-27, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

One of the meanings of Baal is lord. The substitution of “LORD” for “YHWH” in the Old 

Testament has contributed to many Christians forgetting the name of Yahweh. 

Anyone who consciously removes Yahweh’s name from the Scriptures is guilty of a 

Third Commandment infraction. Likewise, once a Christian becomes informed of this 

deception and they continue to use “LORD” and “GOD” in place of “YHWH” in the 

Scriptures, he or she becomes complicit in the sins of the English translators. 

Going Too Far 

In an attempt to rectify this corruption of YHWH’s Word, certain Christians have 

printed new versions of the Bible wherein they have reinstated some equivalent of 

YHWH in place of the words “LORD” and “GOD.” However, some of these sacred name 

users have also removed the words “Lord” and “God” from their translations and they 

have replaced them with either “Yahweh” or “Elohiym” (the English transliteration for 

the Hebrew word for God). This is an overreaction to the previously described 

corruption but it would not be such a grievous offense were it not for the fact that every 
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word of God is tested (Proverbs 30:5-6). Had God wanted Yahweh or Elohiym where 

adonay and kurios have been correctly translated “Lord” and where elohiym and theos 

have been correctly translated “God,” He would have placed them there Himself. 

There is no question that in the nearly 7,000 instances where YHWH inspired His Name 

to appear in the Scriptures, the words “LORD” and “GOD” in capital letters should be 

crossed out and replaced with “YHWH.” However, no one has the authority to remove 

the words “Lord” and “God” any more than one has the authority to remove YHWH’s 

personal name. In other words, King Solomon’s admonition in Proverbs 30:5-6 applies 

as much to the words “Lord” and “God” as it does to the name “Yahweh.” 

LORD or Lord: Is Either One Correct? 

Adonay and its root adown are the two Hebrew words most often translated “Lord” in 

our Old Testaments. Kurios is the Greek word usually translated “Lord” in the New 

Testament. Strong’s Concordance Dictionary defines adonay, adown, and kurios as 

follows: 

“adonay (ad-o-noy') … the Lord (used [incorrectly] as a proper name of 

God...).”40 

“adown (aw-done'); or (shortened) `adon (aw-done'); from an unused 

root (meaning to rule); sovereign, i.e. controller (human or divine).”41 

“kurios (koo'-ree-os); from kuros (supremacy); supreme in authority, i.e. 

(as noun) controller; by implication, Mr. (as a respectful title).”42 

In the Hebrew Old Testament, adonay is used as a title for Yahweh in all but 5 of 441 

times. In the Greek New Testament, kurios is found 722 times and it is used as a title for 

either Yahweh or Yeshua in all but 64 instances. The titles lord, master, sovereign and 

supreme ruler are perfectly acceptable English translations of adonay and kurios. 

Although well intended, the removal of the word “Lord” – when translated from adonay 

and kurios – has been a misguided overreaction by the translators of some sacred name 

versions of the Bible in print today. The mistake stems mostly from an incorrect 

interpretation of a passage in the book of Hosea: 

“16 “It shall come about in that day,” says the Lord, “That you will call Me 

Ishi (my husband) And will no longer call Me Baali (my Baal [This was a 

 
40 James Strong, “Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary,” The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 
Bible, s.v. “adonay” (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990) pg. 8. 
41 Ibid, s.v. “adown,” pg. 8. 
42 James Strong, “Dictionary of the Greek Testament,” The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 
Bible, s.v. “kurios” (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990) pg. 44. 

https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
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loaded term meaning “owner,” “lord,” or “husband,” and as “lord” it also 

became a word for pagan gods. Some or perhaps most of the idolatry in 

which Israel engaged probably were attempts to represent the true God as 

an idol, such as a Baal.]). 

17 For I will remove the names of the Baals [KJV baalim] from her 

mouth, So that they will no longer be mentioned or remembered by their 

names.” 

(Hosea 2:16-17, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

Because baali and baalim are derived from baal and because Baal was a Phoenician god 

and because “lord” is one of the definitions of baal, some sacred name Bible translators 

mistakenly concluded that it is improper to address Yahweh by the title Lord. 

No matter how convincing their argument may appear, it does not justify overruling 

Yahweh and replacing adonay and kurios with Yahweh or Elohiym in the more than 

1,100 locations where yHWH inspired these two words to appear. Even baal was 

sometimes used in the Old Testament as a title for Yahweh: 

“For thy Maker is thine husband [Strong’s Concordance Dictionary 

#H1166 ָבַעל bâ‛al]; the LORD [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH 

in the Hebrew text] of hosts is his name; and thy Redeemer the Holy One 

of Israel; The God of the whole earth shall he be called.” 

(Isaiah 54:5, KJV, emphasis and comments added) 

“31 “Behold, the days come,” saith the LORD [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text], “that I will make a new covenant 

with the house of Israel, and with the house of Judah: 32 Not according to 

the covenant that I made with their fathers in the day that I took them by 

the hand to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which my covenant they 

brake, although I was an husband [Strong’s Concordance Dictionary 

#H1166 ָבַעל bâ‛al] unto them, saith the LORD [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text]:” ” 

(Jeremiah 31:31-32, emphasis and comments added) 

For the same reasons provided by those who wish to eliminate the word “Lord” 

altogether from the Bible, we would also have to refrain from addressing Yahweh as 

master, sovereign, and supreme ruler because these titles are synonyms of lord and, 

therefore, they are also a part of the definitions provided for baal. 

The concern expressed in Hosea Chapter 2 was not that Yahweh was being addressed as 

lord, master or even baal, but that He had become just another lord, master, or baal on 

equal footing with all the other so-called gods. There is nothing wrong with 
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addressing Yahweh by the title “Lord,” provided His personal name is not 

abused, lost, or forgotten when doing so. Using this title is proper if we 

understand that Yahweh is the Adonay of adown (Deuteronomy 10:17) and the Kurios 

of kurios (Revelation 17:14) – in other words, the “Lord of lords.” It is biblically accurate 

to address Yahweh as Lord provided, we understand that He is the one and only Lord, 

Adonay, or Kurios. 

GOD or God: Is Either One Correct? 

Sacred name users who have eliminated “lord” have also overreacted to the word “god.” 

The following two explanations from a publication by the New Jerusalem Group gives us 

samples of the kind of reasoning they used to excuse the removal of the word “God” 

from our Bibles: 

“This name (God) can mean any deity, because the definition means “a” 

deity, and does not specifically indicate which god it is describing…. The 

word (God) is translated [in the New Testament] from the Greek “Theos,” 

which is also Deos, i.e. Deas/De'oos/Deus. “Deus … n. God. Abbr.: D. [L. 

deus god; c. Gk. Zeus]”…. 

…God [in the Old Testament] is the English translation of Gad (gawd), 

which was the name of a Babylonian deity! …The Hebrew Gad and English 

God are pronounced the same…GAWD. Therefore, by calling upon “God,” 

we call upon the name of another god!”43 (comments added) 

Other sacred name users claim that Yahweh should never be addressed by the title 

“God” because the Greek word theos can allegedly be linguistically linked with the Greek 

god Zeus44 and because the English word “God” can allegedly be phonetically linked 

with the Babylonian deity Gad and because Scripture warns us not to mention the 

names of other gods. According to these same people, Yahweh should be designated as 

Elohiym, the Hebrew word translated as “God” in most English Bibles. However, if it is 

improper to address Yahweh as God, then it is also improper to address Him as Elohiym 

for the same aforementioned reasons. El, the shortened form of Elohiym, was the name 

of an ancient Canaanite god. 

Furthermore, Yahweh did not use elohiym exclusively to describe Himself. Elohiym is a 

generic Hebrew word that in English, it simply means “god(s).” Yahweh inspired 

elohiym to be used in Hebrew both for Himself and for false gods and idols in the same 

way the English word “god(s)” is used. In the creation account, Yahweh used elohiym to 

denote Himself: 

 
43 “A Witness Against You,” New Jerusalem Group, Ltd., pp. 1-2. 
44 Look up Zeus and theos in any Greek lexicon and it is evident that no linguistic affinity exists between 
the two words. 
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“In the beginning God [Strong’s Concordance Dictionary #H430 ֱאֹלִהים 

'ĕlôhı̂ym] created the heaven and the earth.” 

(Genesis 1:1, KJV, emphasis and comment added) 

Elohiym is also used for pagan gods. In fact, elohiym is the very word employed in the 

prohibition against using the names of false gods: 

“Now concerning everything which I [Moses] have said to you, be on your 

guard; do not mention the name of other gods [Strong’s Concordance 

Dictionary #H430 ֱאֹלִהים 'ĕlôhı̂ym; either in a blessing or in a curse]; do 

not let such speech be heard [coming] from your mouth.” 

(Exodus 23:13, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Consider again the following quotation, which the New Jerusalem Group believes 

justifies their removing the word “God” from the Bible. If the English word “God” is 

replaced with the Hebrew word elohiym, it reads as follows: 

“This name elohiym can mean any deity, because the definition means “a” 

deity, and does not specifically indicate which elohiym it is describing…. 

Therefore, by calling upon elohiym, we call upon the name of another 

elohiym!” 

Consequently, those who want to remove the English word “God” from their Bibles 

must also remove the Hebrew word elohiym in order to be consistent with their own 

teachings. 

The following renditions of Exodus 34:23 provide a contrast between the translations of 

the English translators and the sacred name users: 

“Thrice in the year shall all your men children appear before the Lord 

GOD, the God of Israel.” (King James Version) 

“Thrice in the year shall all your male children appear before Yahweh 

Elohiym, Elohiym of Israel.” (The Holy Name Bible) 

Both of the above renditions are incorrect. Accurately transliterated, this verse reads: 

“Thrice in the year shall all your male children appear before the Adonay 

YHWH, the Elohiym of Israel.” 

This text was inspired by the Holy Spirit to contain three different Hebrew words with 

three totally different meanings. Thus, neither “the Lord GOD, the God of Israel” nor 

“Yahweh Elohiym, Elohiym of Israel” can be justified. Accurately translated, the English 

rendition follows: 
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“Thrice in the year shall all your male children appear before the Lord 

YHWH, the God of Israel.” 

The word theos was inspired by Yahweh to appear over 1,300 times in the Greek New 

Testament. Again, no one has the right to overrule Yahweh and His choice of theos and 

its English equivalent “god,” regardless of how convincing the rationale sounds. 

Both elohiym and theos are terms that, among other things, refer to a deity or deities. 

This is precisely what our English word “god” signifies. Thus, “god” is a proper 

translation of either elohiym or theos. It is also an acceptable title or description of 

Yahweh, particularly when it is used in conjunction with His Name: Yahweh Almighty 

God, the God of gods, the Theos of theoi, the Elohiym of elohiym (Deuteronomy 10:17). 

This is precisely how the Prophet Jeremiah depicts Yahweh: 

“who show kindness to thousands, and repay the crookedness (sin, guilt) 

of the fathers into the bosom of their children after them [that is, calling 

the children to account for the sins of their fathers] – the Great, the 

Mighty Ěl, YHWH of hosts is His Name,” 

(Jeremiah 32:18, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comments added) 

Where Yahweh inspired His personal name to appear in the Scriptures, no man has the 

right to replace it with the capitalized words “the LORD” or “GOD” or to remove the 

lowercase words “Lord” or “God” where they were inspired in Holy Writ. Those who 

make these changes are misguided and they are guilty of taking away and adding to the 

Absolute Written Word of YHWH. It is entirely appropriate to use the English words 

“Lord” and “God” as a title and a description of Yahweh, provided they are not used to 

replace His name. 

Our Savior’s Name: Iesous, Jesus, or Yeshua? 

J.B. Rotherham asked the following question in the preface of The Emphasized Bible: 

“Men’s names are throughout the Scriptures fraught with significance, 

enshrining historical incidents, biographical reminiscences, and so forth; 

and why should the Name of the Ever-Blessed be an exception to this 

rule?”45 

Yahweh’s name is not an exception to this rule and neither is our Savior’s Name. 

The name “Jesus” appears in our modern English New Testament 829 times. I did a 

quick search to see just how many times I could find the name “Jesus” in the King 

James Bible and I found 942 verses where this name appears. Within these 942 verses 
 

45 Joseph Bryant Rotherham, “The Incommunicable Name,” Introduction, The Emphasized Bible 
(Cincinnati, OH: The Standard Publishing Company, 1897) pg. 26. 
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this name appears 983 times. While Jesus is a legitimate English transliteration of the 

Greek Iesous,46 which is the Greek transliteration of the Hebrew Yeshua, there are 

several reasons why Yeshua should be the preferred choice over either Jesus or Iesous.47 

Before getting to those reasons, however, it needs to be explained how we know the 

Savior’s Hebrew name is Yeshua and why, if such is the case, we find the name Jesus in 

our English Bibles. 

Our Savior’s Given Hebrew Name 

In Matthew 1:21, when Mary was pregnant with the Son of YHWH, Joseph was told by 

the angel of Yahweh to give her offspring a name that means “…he [Yahweh] shall save 

his people….” The Savior, born a Hebrew by a Hebrew mother and reared by a Hebrew 

father, was given a Hebrew name. Our Savior’s full Hebrew name – the name that 

means “Yahweh saves” is Yehoshua. This was the same name Moses assigned to Oshea: 

“These are the names of the men which Moses sent to spy out the land. 

And Moses called Oshea [Strong’s Concordance #H1954 ַָע  [‛hôshêa הֹושֵׁ

the son of Nun Jehoshua [Strong’s Concordance #H3091 ְַָיהֹושּוע 

yehôshûa‛].” 

(Numbers 13:16, KJV, emphasis and comments added) 

There was no letter “j” in the English alphabet until the 14th Century CE and originally 

in Old English, the letter “j” was pronounced the same as the letter “y” we have today. 

Later, the letter “j” took on the hard sound to which we are presently accustomed. 

Therefore, Oshea was given the name Yehoshua. 

In every instance where we find the anglicized name “Joshua” in our English Old 

Testaments, it has been transliterated from “Yehoshua.” The man Joshua is also 

identified by the abbreviated Hebrew/Aramaic name Yeshua: 

“And all the congregation of them that were come again out of the captivity 

made booths, and sat under the booths: for since the days of Jeshua 

[Strong’s Concordance Dictionary #H3442 ַָיֵׁשּוע yêshûa‛] the son of Nun 

unto that day had not the children of Israel done so. And there was very 

great gladness.” 

(Nehemiah 8:17, KJV, emphasis and comment added) 

 
46 Some sacred name users attempt to make a connection between Zeus and Jesus, maintaining the latter 
is derived from the former. However, look up both words in any Greek Lexicon and it is evident that no 
linguistic affinity exists between the two names. 
47 What about Yahshua and Yashua? Look up the Savior’s name in any Hebrew Lexicon or consult a 
Hebrew linguists and it is evident that no linguistic justification exists for either of these alleged names. 
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We also know that Yeshua was our Savior’s Name by its meaning “he saves” and by 

tracing the transliterations backwards. Jesus is the modern English transliteration of 

the Greek Iesous and Iesous is the Greek transliteration of the shortened Hebrew name 

Yeshua. Thus, the Savior’s given Hebrew Name was Yeshua, or in its long 

form, Yehoshua. 

Why the name “Jesus”? 

If the Savior’s Hebrew name is “Yeshua,” why then does our English Bibles use the name 

“Jesus?” The simple answer is that our English New Testaments were translated and 

transliterated from Greek rather than Hebrew. 

Transliteration commutes the letters of a word from one language to another. Personal 

names are almost always transliterated, whereas other words are almost always 

translated, commuting the meaning of a word from one language to another. All 

personal names in our mainline English versions, when brought from one language to 

another, such as from Hebrew to Greek or from Greek to English, have been 

transliterated with one exception – the name of our God and Heavenly Father. As we 

have already seen, His Name in the Old Testament was unlawfully changed to “the 

LORD” and “GOD.” 

“Yeshua” and “Jesus” are both English renditions of our Savior’s Name. “Yeshua” is the 

English transliteration of His shortened Hebrew name. “Jesus” – or “Iesus” as it was in 

the original King James Bible – is the English transliteration of the Greek “Iesous,” 

which in turn is the Greek transliteration of the Hebrew “Yeshua.” 

In other words, Jesus is a second-generation transliteration from Hebrew to Greek to 

English, rather than a direct transliteration from Hebrew to English. Had our New 

Testaments been translated from Hebrew manuscripts, they would have reflected 

“Yeshua,” the Hebrew-English spelling and pronunciation, rather than Jesus, the Greek-

English spelling and pronunciation. 

Eight Reasons for Using the Name “Yeshua” 

Someone is certain to respond, “Because our New Testament was translated from 

Greek, shouldn’t we use the Greek-English Jesus?” Although Jesus is a legitimate 

English transliteration of the Greek Iesous – and, therefore, no one should be 

condemned or ostracized for using Jesus – please consider the following seven reasons 

for using Yeshua instead of either Jesus or Iesous. 

No. 1: Yeshua Is His Given Name 

The English name “Jesus” is a modern English transliteration of the Greek name 

“Iesous,” and although “Iesous” is indeed a Greek transliteration of the Hebrew name 
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“Yeshua,” both renditions do a poor job of preserving the spelling and pronunciation of 

Yeshua. Only Yeshua returns us to the given name of our Savior. 

That Yeshua was our Savior’s given name is demonstrated in the book of Acts. In only 

three New Testament passages do we find Yahweh’s Son introducing Himself. Acts 

Chapter 9 provides the first instance in the account of the Apostle Paul’s conversion. The 

second and third instances are found in Acts Chapter 22 and 26, wherein Paul recounted 

the same event. Acts Chapter 26 informs us of the language in which the Savior chose to 

introduce Himself to Paul: 

“14 And when we all had fallen to the ground, I [Paul] heard a voice in 

the Hebrew dialect (Jewish Aramaic) saying to me, ‘Saul, Saul, why are 

you persecuting Me? It [An ancient Greek proverb dating back to the time 

of Euripides.] is hard for you to kick [repeatedly] against the goads 

[offering pointless resistance. These were wooden shafts (like 

broomsticks) with a pointed piece of metal on one end, used by the farmer 

to keep an ox going in the right direction as it pulled a plow. Jesus was 

“prodding” Paul to take the proper direction in his life, and Paul had been 

resisting.].’ 15 And I said, ‘Who are You, Lord?’ And the Lord said, ‘I am 

Jesus whom you are persecuting.’ ” 

(Acts 26:14-15, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Although the name Jesus is found in our English Bibles, nowhere do we have biblical 

record of our Savior using either this name or Iesous to introduce Himself. It simply 

does not exist. Both Iesous and Jesus can be legitimately used as accurate Greek and 

English transliterations of His Name but they are not His given name, or the name He 

used to introduce Himself. If we wish to honor Him and follow His example, we will use 

His given Hebrew name, Yeshua. 

No. 2: Yeshua Is the Memorial Name 

When Mary was pregnant with the Son of God, the Angel of Yahweh told Joseph to give 

her offspring a name that meant “he [Yahweh] shall save his people” (Matthew 1:21). 

“He saves” is precisely what Yeshua means. Yeshua in Strong’s Concordance Dictionary 

is #H3442, the shortened form of #H3091 (Yehoshua), which is defined as coming 

from #H3068 (Yahweh) and #H3467 (yasha), which means “to save.”48 Yehoshua is a 

combination of Yahweh and yasha. Yeshua, the contraction of Yehoshua, means “He 

[Yahweh] saves.” 

 
48 The contraction “Yah” is found forty-eight times in the Old Testament. 
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According to Exodus 3:15, God chose Yahweh and its shortened form Yah49 to be His 

Memorial Name to all generations. Yeshua, meaning Yahweh saves, best memorializes 

the name Yahweh in its meaning. 

No. 3: Yeshua is the Name Above All Names 

Philippians 2:9 proclaims that Yahweh “highly exalted” Yeshua and gave “him a name 

which is above every name,” whereas David asserts that Yahweh is the name above all 

names: 

“I bow down toward your holy temple and give thanks to your name for 

your steadfast love and your faithfulness, for you have exalted above 

all things your name and your word.” 

(Psalm 138:2, English Standard Version (ESV), emphasis added) 

Because the name above all names is Yahweh, and our Savior’s Hebrew name means 

Yahweh saves, His name is, therefore, best rendered Yeshua. 

No. 4: Yeshua is the Excellent Name 

The Son inherited an excellent name from His Father: 

“Let them praise the name of the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text], For His name alone is exalted and 

supreme; His glory and majesty are above earth and heaven.” 

(Psalm 148:13, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

“having become as much superior to angels, since He [Yeshua] has 

inherited a more excellent and glorious name [In Greek “name” 

occurs last in this verse to emphasize that Jesus alone bears the name Son. 

No angel is superior to the Son.] than they [that is, Son—the name above 

all names].” 

(Hebrews 1:4, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

The Son could only inherit from His Father what His Father Himself possessed. Which 

name did the Father possess – Jesus or Yeshua? According to the Psalmist, only the 

name Yahweh is excellent and according to the author of Hebrews, our Savior inherited 

that excellent name. In the Messianic prophecies found in Jeremiah Chapter 23 and 

Zephaniah Chapter 3, the Son is identified with the name Yahweh: 

“5 “See, the days are coming,” declares YHWH, “when I shall raise for 

Dawiḏ [David] a Branch [Or sprout] of righteousness, and a Sovereign 

 
49 James Strong, “Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary,” The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 
Bible, s.v. “Yeshua,” “Yehoshua,” “Yahweh,” and “yasha” (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 
1990) pp. 47, 48, 53. 
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shall reign and act wisely, and shall do right-ruling and righteousness in 

the earth. 6 In His days Yehuḏah [Judah] shall be saved, and Yisra’ĕl 

[Israel] dwell safely. And this is His Name whereby He shall be 

called: ‘YHWH our Righteousness.’ ” 

(Jeremiah 23:5-6, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comments added) 

“15 YHWH has turned aside your judgments. He has faced your enemy. 

The Sovereign of Yisra’ĕl, YHWH, is in your midst. No longer need you 

fear evil. 16 In that day it shall be said to Yerushalayim [Jerusalem], “Do 

not fear, Tsiyon [Zion], do not let your hands be weak. 17 YHWH your 

Elohim in your midst, is mighty to save. He rejoices over you with 

joy, He is silent in His love, He rejoices over you with singing.” 

(Zephaniah 3:15-17, The Scriptures Translation, emphasis and comments added) 

Did our Savior inherit His Father’s name? The only names recorded for our Savior in the 

New Testament are Immanuel, His secondary name, and Jesus, the Greek-English 

equivalent of Yeshua. Was our Father, from whom our Savior inherited His Name, ever 

identified with the name Yeshua? In several Old Testament passages, Yahweh is 

identified with a word closely related to Yeshua that is translated “salvation:” 

“The Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3050 ָיּה yâhh] is my strength and 

my song, And He has become my salvation [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3444 ְישּוָעה yeshû‛âh]; This is my God, and I will praise Him; My 

father’s God, and I will exalt Him.” 

(Exodus 15:2, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“1 For God alone my soul waits in silence; From Him comes my 

salvation [Strong’s Concordance #H3444 ְישּוָעה yeshû‛âh]. 

2 He alone is my rock and my salvation [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3444 ְישּוָעה yeshû‛âh], My defense and my strong tower; I will not be 

shaken or disheartened.” 

(Psalm 62:1-2, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“2 Behold, God, my salvation [Strong’s Concordance #H3444 ְישּוָעה 

yeshû‛âh]! I will trust and not be afraid, For the Lord God is my strength 

and song; Yes, He has become my salvation [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3444 ְישּוָעה yeshû‛âh]. 

3 Therefore with joy you will draw water From the springs of salvation 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3444 ְישּוָעה yeshû‛âh]. 
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4 And in that day [the day the Messiah Yeshua was born, Isaiah 11:1] you 

will say, “Give thanks to the Lord, call on His name [in prayer]. Make His 

deeds known among the peoples [of the earth]; Proclaim [to them] that 

His name is exalted!” 

(Isaiah 12:2-4, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Our Savior’s given Hebrew Name reflects the name Yahweh because Yeshua means 

Yahweh saves. The Son did indeed inherit His Father’s Name. 

No. 5: Yeshua Came in the Name of Yahweh 

Our Savior made known His Father’s Name while here on earth: 

“6 I [Yeshua] have manifested Your [YHWH] name [and revealed 

Your very self, Your real self] to the people whom You have given Me out 

of the world; they were Yours and You gave them to Me, and they have 

kept and obeyed Your word. 

26 and I [Yeshua] have made Your [YHWH] name known to them, 

and will continue to make it known, so that the love with which You have 

loved Me may be in them [overwhelming their heart], and I [may be] in 

them.” 

(John 17:6, 26, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Had our Savior used either the Greek name Iesous or the English name Jesus, He would 

not have manifested His Father’s name. But because He was born and introduced 

Himself with the Hebrew name Yeshua – the name He inherited from His Father – He 

could accurately say: “I am come in My Father’s name....” (John 5:43) 

In John Chapter 12, certain Judahites heralded Yeshua’s entrance into Jerusalem: 

“they took branches of palm trees [in homage to Him as King] and went 

out to meet Him [Yeshua], and they began shouting and kept shouting 

“Hosanna! Blessed (celebrated, praised) is He who comes in the name 

of the Lord, even the King of Israel!” 

(John 12:13, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

This salutation is a quotation from Psalm 118:26 in which the title “the LORD” was 

unlawfully substituted for the Tetragrammaton. When the Tetragrammaton is 

reinserted, we find that the Israelites in John Chapter 12 were proclaiming the Messiah 

as having come in the name of Yahweh, in fulfillment of the Old Testament prophecy. 

Yeshua’s entrance into Jerusalem was in fulfillment of another Old Testament prophecy: 
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“Rejoice greatly, O Daughter of Zion! Shout aloud, O Daughter of 

Jerusalem! Behold, your King (Messianic King) is coming to you; He 

is righteous and endowed with salvation, Humble [Quoted in the 

NT to describe the triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem, see Matthew 

21:1-11; Mark 11:1-11; Luke 19:28-38 and John 12:14-16.] and 

unassuming [in submission to the will of the Father] and riding on a 

donkey [As a matter of discussion, the ancient rabbis noted an apparent 

contradiction between the coming of the Messiah with the clouds of 

heaven in Daniel 7:13 and his riding on a donkey as prophesied here. Their 

solution was that Messiah would come with the clouds if Israel was worthy 

but on a donkey if Israel was not.], Upon a colt, the foal of a donkey.” 

(Zechariah 9:9, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

The identity of this King – the King of Israel – is revealed in another prophecy: 

“15 The Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew 

text] has taken away the judgments against you; He has cleared away your 

enemies. The King of Israel, even the Lord [Himself, Strong’s 

Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text], is in your midst; 

You will no longer fear disaster. 

16 In that day it will be said to Jerusalem: “Do not be afraid, O Zion; Do 

not let your hands fall limp. 

17 The Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew 

text] your God is in your midst, A Warrior who saves. He will 

rejoice over you with joy; He will be quiet in His love [making no mention 

of your past sins], He will rejoice over you with shouts of joy.” 

(Zephaniah 3:15-17, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Only in the name of Yeshua (Yahweh saves) can it be said that our Savior came in the 

name of Yahweh. 

New Testament Baptism: 

No. 6: In the Name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

Evidence from the book of Acts demonstrates that the disciples did not baptize using the 

phrase “in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost” (Matthew 

28:19). Rather, they baptized in the one specific name that represented all three (Acts 

2:38, 8:16, 10:48 and 19:5). Given the options of Iesous (Greek transliteration), Jesus 

(Greek/English transliteration), or Yeshua (Hebrew transliteration), Yeshua is 

unquestionably the name that best represents the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. 

In Romans 10:13, the Apostle Paul quoted Joel 2:32. Properly rendered, this prophecy 

declares in whose name we are saved: 
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“And it shall come about that whoever calls on the name of the Lord 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] Will be 

saved [from the coming judgment] For on Mount Zion and in Jerusalem 

There will be those who escape, As the Lord [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] has said, Even among the remnant 

[of survivors] whom the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH 

in the Hebrew text] calls.” 

(Joel 2:32, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

How does a person call upon the name of Yahweh? 

Ananias speaking to Paul, said… “Now, why do you delay? Get up and be 

baptized, and wash away your sins by calling on His name [for 

salvation].” 

(Acts 22:16, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

Just three days prior to Paul’s baptism, our Savior identified Himself in Hebrew as 

Yeshua. Consequently, Paul was immersed in the name of Yeshua – the name that 

represents the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit – in fulfillment of Joel 2:32; Matthew 28:19 

and Romans 10:13.50 

No. 7: Yeshua’s Deity 

The more consequential reason for using the Hebrew-English spelling and 

pronunciation of our Heavenly Father’s and our Savior’s name is that they prove 

Yeshua’s deity. Had God’s Hebrew name been left intact in the Scriptures, it would be 

much more difficult for someone to deny Yeshua’s deity. 

Consider the Old Testament prophecies, regarding Yahweh, which were attributed to 

Yeshua. Whose way was John the Baptist to prepare? Who was to be betrayed for thirty 

pieces of silver? Whose side was to be pierced? Who was the stone, rejected by the 

builders, who later became the chief cornerstone? Who was the Branch who would 

execute judgment and justice on earth? Who was the King of Israel? Whose feet were to 

stand on the Mount of Olives? If your answer to these questions is Jesus, it would be 

prudent to look again at these prophecies. In all of these prophecies – Isaiah 40:3; 

Malachi 3:1, 4:5; Zechariah 11:12-13, 12:1, 10; Psalm 118:19-22; Isaiah 8:13-14; Jeremiah 

23:5-6; Zephaniah 3:15-17; Zechariah 14:3-4 – Yahweh’s name was removed and it was 

replaced with the title “the LORD.” Restore God’s personal name to these passages and 

it becomes immediately apparent that these prophecies were about Yahweh and they 

were fulfilled in Yeshua. 

 
50 For a more thorough explanation concerning baptism and its relationship to salvation, check out 
“Baptism by the Scriptures” and “Fifty Objections to Baptism Answered” or the book “Baptism: All You 
Wanted to Know and More” by Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.missiontoisrael.org/baptismbythescriptures.php
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/objectionstobaptismanswered.php
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php
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Yeshua, the Hebrew name of our Savior, does not describe what some man, prophet or 

another god is doing. It expresses what YAHWEH, the GOD of gods, the great I AM, 

Immanuel, God with us is doing! 

No. 8: Yahweh’s Sovereignty 

It cannot be denied that an untold number of prayers have been answered and an untold 

number of people have been saved in the name of Jesus and variations thereof. 

Nevertheless, the illiteracy concerning the names of Yahweh and Yeshua is certainly a 

part of the ignorance mentioned by the Apostle Paul when he preached about the 

unnamed God in Acts 17: 

“22 So Paul, standing in the center of the Areopagus, said: “Men of 

Athens, I observe [with every turn I make throughout the city] that you are 

very religious and devout in all respects. 23 Now as I was going along and 

carefully looking at your objects of worship, I came to an altar with this 

inscription: ‘TO AN UNKNOWN [While the philosophers had little or no 

regard for the old mythological gods of the Greeks, the temples to various 

deities remained and worship practices continued, at least as a formal 

tradition. The altar to the Unknown seems to have been constructed for 

the purpose of acknowledging any god who had been overlooked. Paul 

seized upon it as an opportunity to introduce the Greeks to Christ.] GOD.’ 

Therefore what you already worship as unknown, this I proclaim to you. 

24 The God who created the world and everything in it, since He is Lord of 

heaven and earth, does not dwell in temples made with hands; 25 nor is 

He served [Here Paul uses an unusual word which normally refers to 

healing. He was educated in classical Greek literature to some extent (see 

note v 28 and 22:3), and what he says here recalls earlier arguments by 

Plato (in his dialogues the Euthyphro and the Symposium) which should 

have struck a responsive chord in the listeners. In the dialogues, Plato 

represents Socrates as analyzing the nature of service to a god, and points 

out that the god can only receive actual benefit from service if he is in need 

or lacking something. Paul masterfully adapts himself to the thinking of 

the Athenians, demonstrating to them that the gods whom they serve with 

sacrifices and worship cannot really be gods at all, unless it is possible for 

a god to have faults or needs that have to be satisfied. This is also a good 

point for the Christian to bear in mind; believers are to serve God, but this 

is not a service that in any way actually benefits Him, because He is perfect 

and in no need of anything which man can supply. The same is true for the 

sacrificial system of the OT. While God is represented there as demanding 

sacrifices and sometimes enjoying their pleasant aromas, the sacrifices did 

not actually benefit Him. In reality they pointed ahead to the supreme 
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sacrifice of Christ, which was the ultimate payment for mankind’s sins.] by 

human hands, as though He needed anything, because it is He who gives 

to all [people] life and breath and all things. 26 And He made from one 

man every nation of mankind to live on the face of the earth, having 

determined their appointed times and the boundaries of their lands and 

territories. 27 This was so that they would seek God, if perhaps they might 

grasp for Him and find Him, though He is not far from each one of us. 28 

For in Him we live and move and exist [that is, in Him we actually have 

our being], as even some of your [Paul was probably exposed to Greek 

literature when he studied with Gamaliel, and quoting or paraphrasing a 

line from one of their poets would have surprised and kept the attention of 

the audience. See note 22:3.] own poets have said, ‘For we also are His 

children.’ 29 So then, being God’s children, we should not think that the 

Divine Nature (deity) is like gold or silver or stone, an image formed by the 

art and imagination or skill of man. 30 Therefore God overlooked and 

disregarded the former ages of ignorance; but now He commands 

all people everywhere to repent [that is, to change their old way of 

thinking, to regret their past sins, and to seek God’s purpose for their 

lives], 31 because He has set a day when He will judge the inhabited world 

in righteousness by a Man [Yeshua] whom He has appointed and destined 

for that task, and He has provided credible proof to everyone by raising 

Him from the dead.” 

(Acts 17:22-31, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Yahweh commanded His people to repent of their ignorance. A part of His people’s 

repentance includes returning to the sacred names of our God and Savior: 

“1 Awake, awake, Put on your strength, O Zion; Put on your beautiful 

garments, O Jerusalem, the holy city; For the uncircumcised and the 

unclean Will no longer come into you. 

2 Shake yourself from the dust, arise, O captive Jerusalem; Rid yourself of 

the chains around your neck, O captive Daughter of Zion. 

3 For the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew 

text] says this, “You were sold for nothing and you will be redeemed, but 

not with money.” 4 For the Lord God [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text] says this, “My people went down at the first 

into Egypt to live there; and [many years later Sennacherib] the Assyrian 

oppressed them without cause. 5 But now, what do I have here,” declares 

the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text], 

“seeing that My people have been taken away without reason? Those who 

rule over them howl [with taunting and mockery of salvation],” declares 
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the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text], 

“and My name is continually blasphemed all day long. 6 Therefore My 

people shall know My Name and what it means. Therefore in that 

day I am the One who is speaking, ‘Here I am.’ ” ” 

(Isaiah 52:1-6, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

“ “Therefore,” [says the Lord] “behold, I will make them [a remnant of 

Israel51] know—This time I will make them know My power and My might; 

And they will know and recognize [without any doubt] that My Name is 

the Lord.” ” 

(Jeremiah 16:21, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

“1 But it shall come about in the last days That the mountain of the house 

of the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] 

Shall be established as the highest and chief of the mountains; It shall be 

above the hills, And peoples shall flow [like a river] to it. 

2 And many nations shall come and say, “Come, let us go up to the 

mountain of the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the 

Hebrew text], To the house of the God of Jacob, That He may teach us 

about His ways And that we may walk in His paths.” For the law 

[Torah−YHWH’s Instructions] shall go forward from Zion, And the word 

of the Lord [the revelation about Him and His truth, Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] from Jerusalem. 

3 And He will judge between many peoples And render decisions for 

strong and distant nations. Then they shall hammer their swords into 

plowshares And their spears into pruning hooks [so that the implements of 

war may become the tools of agriculture]; Nation shall not lift up sword 

against nation, Nor shall they ever again train for war. 

4 Each of them shall sit [in security and peace] under his vine And under 

his fig tree, With no one to make them afraid, For the mouth of the 

[omnipotent] Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the 

Hebrew text] of hosts has spoken it. 

5 For all the peoples [now] walk Each in the name of his god [in a 

transient relationship], As for us, we shall walk [securely] In the name 

of the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew 

text] our [true] God forever and ever.” 

(Micah 4:1-5, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

 
51 God’s Covenant People: Yesterday, Today and Forever by Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php#godscovenantpeople
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“And I will bring the third part through the fire, Refine them as silver is 

refined, And test them as gold is tested. They [a remnant of Israel] will 

call on My name, And I will listen and answer them; I will say, 

‘They are My people,’ And they will say, ‘The Lord [Strong’s 

Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] is my God.’ ” 

(Zechariah 13:9, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added)52 

In light of these divinely inspired prophecies, why would Yahweh permit His Name to 

be replaced with counterfeits and this corruption of His Holy Word to flourish for nearly 

two thousand years? There is no definitive answer to this question because no one can 

read the mind of YHWH. Nevertheless, Yahweh certainly had good reasons for allowing 

these corruptions to be perpetuated. Consider the following possibility. During Israel’s 

time in spiritual darkness, Yahweh, in His sovereignty, took what our enemies probably 

meant for our harm and turned it into a blessing. The Third Commandment is clear that 

Yahweh will not leave unpunished anyone who uses His name profanely. Throughout 

nearly the last two-thousand years of Israel’s53 disobedience, she has known relatively 

little about the sacred names of her God and, as a result, she has not blasphemed His 

personal name. YHWH’s last name is not “damn” and His first name is not “God.” 

Therefore, neither uttering the expletive “God damn” nor using the name “Jesus Christ” 

profanely is taking God’s true name in vain. However, had we been using the names 

“Yahweh” or “Yeshua” in a similar fashion during the last nearly two-thousand years, it 

is quite possible that Yahweh’s wrath would have been unleashed upon unquestionable 

Third Commandment transgressors. 

We should be thrilled that Yahweh, by His sovereignty, removed His Name from His 

people’s curses while retaining it in their blessings. Although God’s personal name has 

been replaced in most instances with uninspired titles, He never allowed His Name to be 

completely removed from His Word or from Israel’s mouth. Every time someone reads 

or says the word “hallelujah,” he articulates God’s name because hallelu Yah means 

“praise Yah.” King David informed us in Psalm 22:3 that YHWH “inhabitest the praises 

of Israel.” Indeed, He does! This double blessing fulfills, at least in part, Yahweh’s 

promise through the Prophet Ezekiel: 

“I will make My holy name known in the midst of My people Israel, and I 

will not let them profane My holy name anymore; and the nations 

will know that I am the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in 

the Hebrew text], the Holy One of Israel.” 

(Ezekiel 39:7, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

 
52 These and other similar prophecies concerning the New Covenant Dispensation crush the objection that 
the name “Yahweh” was only an Old Covenant name and that it is no longer to be used under the New 
Covenant. 
53 The Mystery of the Gentiles: Who Are They and Where Are They Now? By Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php
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It seems to have been in fulfillment of Jeremiah 23:26-27 and Ezekiel 39:7 that YHWH’s 

personal name was removed from His Word. However, this does not mean that His 

latter-day servants should not restore His Name to its proper place in the Bible, in our 

hymns, and in our lives. 

The Apostle James described an aspect of sin that is not always heeded by Christians: 

“So any person who knows what is right to do but does not do it, 

to him it is sin.” 

(James 4:17, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

As Christians, believers in Messiah Yeshua, our goal should be to continually “but grow 

[spiritually mature] in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.” 

(2 Peter 3:18).54 In so doing, we should “do not be conformed to this world [any longer 

with its superficial values and customs], but be transformed [From the Greek word 

meaning “metamorphosis.” Refers to the process that leads to an outward, permanent 

change.] and progressively changed [as you mature spiritually] by the renewing of your 

mind [focusing on godly values and ethical attitudes], so that you may prove [for 

yourselves] what the will of God is, that [we] which is good and acceptable and perfect 

[in His plan and purpose for you].” (Romans 12:2, Amplified Bible (AMP), comment 

added) 

At the time when Moses codified the Third Commandment, YHWH’s personal name had 

not yet been misrepresented nor had it been removed from the Bible. Thus, the 

restoration of His Name was not the original intent of the Third Commandment. 

Nevertheless, the Memorial Name of YHWH is an integral part of appropriately 

honoring Yahweh and applying the Third Commandment today. 

 
54 The title “Christ” is not part of Yeshua’s name but instead it is a title meaning the Anointed One. The 
arguments employed by many sacred name users against the use of the title “Christ” are as invalid as are 
their arguments against the use of the words “God” and “Lord.” They insist that everyone must use the 
Hebrew Mashiyach, or its English equivalent “Messiah,” because, through similar linguistic gymnastics, 
they claim Christos refers to a false god. One problem with this line of reasoning is that Mashiyach is used 
in Isaiah 45:1 to refer to Cyrus who, as king of Babylon, was considered a god by his people. Thus, 
Mashiyach, which is the same word prophetically used for Yeshua in Daniel 9:25-26, is also used for 
Cyrus, a false god. 

John 1:41 (“[Andrew] first findeth his own brother Simon, and saith unto him, We have found the 
Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ”) and John 4:25 (“The woman saith unto him, I know that 
Messias cometh, which is called Christ….”) forever puts to rest the arguments that the title “Christ” is 
pagan. In these two Holy Spirit-inspired passages, Messiah (the English transliteration of the Hebrew 
Mashiyach) and Christ (the English transliteration of the Greek Christos) are used interchangeably – both 
meaning “anointed” – and are thus equally acceptable to Yahweh. This also forever puts an end to the 
argument that we should not call ourselves Christians. 
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Honoring Yahweh Appropriately 

Because the name “Yahweh” has been removed from the Scriptures and consequently 

almost completely lost to those who read His Word, it was necessary to address His 

name before directing our attention to the Third Commandment statutes. The statutes 

expound upon the commandment itself and it specifies what is appropriate and 

inappropriate concerning the name of Yahweh. The Third Commandment is explained 

by the following seven statutes: 

• Thou shall not curse Yahweh. 

• Thou shall not curse one of Yahweh’s rulers. 

• Thou shall not swear falsely or commit perjury. 

• Thou shall not mention, use, or swear by the name of other gods. 

• Thou shall not prophesy falsely in Yahweh’s name or in the name of other gods. 

• Thou shall not defy Yahweh’s Laws. 

• Thou shall not miscegenation-crossbreed-interbreeding. 

Cursing Yahweh 

You shall not curse God…. (Exodus 22:28, NASV) 

Although God’s name is not found in this statute, His name is, nonetheless, intrinsic to 

His very being. Roderick C. Meredith pointed out this affinity in his book The Ten 

Commandments: 

“The third commandment deals with God’s name, His office, His position 

as the great sovereign RULER of the universe…. In the Bible, personal 

names have a meaning…. Every name or title of God reveals some attribute 

of the Divine character. In studying God’s Word, we learn new facts about 

God’s nature and character with each new name by which He reveals 

Himself. In other words, God names Himself what He is!”55 

Consequently, cursing God would be a transgression of both the First and the Third 

Commandments. Cursing God and blaspheming His name are equally grievous sins 

according to Leviticus 24: 

YHWH speaking to Moses, saying…“15 You shall speak to the Israelites, 

saying, ‘Whoever curses his God will bear his sin [through his own 

death]. 16 Further, the one who blasphemes the name of the Lord 

 
55 Roderick C. Meredith, The Ten Commandments (Pasadena, CA: Ambassador College Press, 1972) pg. 
46. 

https://www.amazon.com/Ten-Commandments-Roderick-C-Meredith/dp/B00071YY7W
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[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] shall most 

certainly be put to death; all the congregation shall stone him. The 

stranger as well as the native-born shall be put to death when he 

blasphemes the Name [of the Lord].” 

(Leviticus 24:15-16, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Bouvier’s Law Dictionary defines blasphemy: 

“In general blasphemy may be described as consisting in speaking evil of 

the Deity with an impious purpose to derogate from the divine majesty, 

and to alienate the minds of others from the love and reverence of God. It 

is purposely using words concerning God calculated and designed to 

impair and destroy the reverence, respect, and confidence due to him as 

the intelligent creator, governor, and judge of the world.… It is a willful 

and malicious attempt to lessen men’s reverence for God by denying his 

existence, or his attributes as an intelligent creator, governor, and judge of 

men, and to prevent their having confidence in him as such.”56 

An example of blasphemy is found in 2 Chronicles Chapter 32. When threatening to sack 

Jerusalem, King Sennacherib of Assyria purposely demeaned Yahweh and therefore 

broke the Third Commandment: 

“10 Thus says Sennacherib king of Assyria, ‘In what do you trust that you 

are remaining in Jerusalem under siege? 11 Is not Hezekiah misleading 

you in order to let you die by famine and thirst, while saying, “The Lord 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] our God will 

rescue us from the hand of the king of Assyria?” 12 Has the same Hezekiah 

not taken away his [Baal’s; Sennacherib does not distinguish between the 

true God of Israel and the pagan gods (see 31:1; 33:3), thinking that the 

people were still loyal to idols and offended at Hezekiah’s removal of 

them.] high places and his altars, and commanded Judah and Jerusalem, 

“You shall worship before [only] one altar and burn incense on it”? 13 Do 

you not know what I and my fathers (ancestors) have done to all the 

peoples of the [other] lands? Were the gods of the nations of those 

lands able to rescue their lands from my hand at all? 14 Who 

[was there] among all the gods of those nations that my fathers 

utterly destroyed who was able to rescue his people from my 

hand, that your God should be able to rescue you from my 

hand? 15 So now, do not let Hezekiah deceive or mislead you like this, 

and do not believe him, for no god of any nation or kingdom has 

been able to rescue his people from my hand or the hand of my 

 
56 John Bouvier, “Blasphemy,” Bouvier’s Law Dictionary: A Concise Encyclopedia of the Law, 3 vols. 
(Kansas City, MO: Vernon Law Book Company, 1914) vol. 1, p. 369. 

https://www.amazon.com/Bouviers-Law-Dictionary-Concise-Encyclopedia/dp/B005AWEQXA
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fathers. How much less will your God rescue you from my 

hand!’” 

16 And his servants said even more against the Lord [Strong’s 

Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] God and against His 

servant Hezekiah. 17 The Assyrian king also wrote letters insulting 

and taunting the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the 

Hebrew text] God of Israel, and speaking against Him, saying, “As 

the gods of the nations of other lands have not rescued their 

people from my hand, so the God of Hezekiah will not rescue 

His people from my hand.” 18 They shouted it loudly in the language 

of Judah to the people of Jerusalem who were on the wall, to frighten and 

terrify them, so that they might take the city [without a long siege]. 19 

They spoke of the God of Jerusalem as [they spoke of] the gods of 

the peoples of the earth, [which are only] the work of the hands of 

men.” 

(2 Chronicles 32:10-19, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Yahweh did not let Sennacherib go unpunished for his blasphemy: 

“20 But Hezekiah the king and the prophet Isaiah the son of Amoz prayed 

about this and cried out to heaven [for help]. 21 And the Lord [Strong’s 

Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] sent an angel who 

destroyed every brave warrior, commander, and officer in the 

camp of the king of Assyria. So the king returned to his own land in 

shame. And when he [Sennacherib king of Assyria] entered the house 

(temple) of his god, some of his own children killed him there 

with the sword.” 

(2 Chronicles 32:20-21, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Conversely, there is nothing wrong in blaspheming false gods, as demonstrated by Elijah 

on Mount Carmel when he mocked both Baal and his prophets: 

“At noon Elijah mocked them, saying, “Cry out with a loud voice, for he is a 

god; either he is occupied, or he is out [at the moment], or he is on a 

journey. Perhaps he is asleep and must be awakened!” ” 

(1 Kings 18:27, Amplified Bible (AMP), comment added) 

Cursing Yahweh’s Rulers 

The same verse of Scripture that commands against cursing Yahweh, also prohibits 

cursing a ruler of God’s people: 
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“You shall not curse God, nor curse the ruler of your people 

[since he administers God’s law].” 

(Exodus 22:28, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

As described by the Apostles Paul and Peter, it is a Third Commandment infraction to 

revile a ruler placed over us by God. Righteous rulers are instead to be honored: 

“3 For [civil] authorities are not a source of fear for [people of] good 

behavior, but for [those who do] evil. Do you want to be unafraid of 

authority? Do what is good and you will receive approval and 

commendation. 4 For he is God’s servant to you for good. But if 

you do wrong, [you should] be afraid; for he does not carry the 

[executioner’s] sword for nothing. He is God’s servant, an avenger 

who brings punishment on the wrongdoer. 5 Therefore one 

must be subject [to civil authorities], not only to escape the punishment 

[that comes with wrongdoing], but also as a matter of principle [knowing 

what is right before God]. 6 For this same reason you pay taxes, for civil 

authorities are God’s servants, devoting themselves to governance. 7 Pay 

to all what is due: tax to whom tax is due, customs to whom customs, 

respect to whom respect, honor to whom honor [is due].” 

(Romans 13:3-7, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added)57 

“13 Submit yourselves to [the authority of] every human 

institution for the sake of the Lord [to honor His name], whether it 

is to a king as one in a position of power, 14 or to governors as 

sent by him to bring punishment to those who do wrong, and to 

praise and encourage those who do right. 

17 Show respect for all people [treat them honorably], love the 

brotherhood [of believers], fear God, honor the king.” 

(1 Peter 2:13-14, 17, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

To deserve honor, a ruler must first be honorable and to be honorable, he must be the 

type of ruler described in these two passages. Submission to this type of authority is 

essentially submission to Yahweh because such rulers stand as agents of God, 

administering His Laws. King Solomon stressed this same concept: 

“I counsel you to keep the command of the king because of the 

oath before God [by which you swore loyalty to him].” 

(Ecclesiastes 8:2, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

 
57 Christian Duty Under Corrupt Government, an expository explanation of Romans 13:1-7 written by 
Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php
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To curse or disobey godly authority is to curse or disobey Yahweh Himself. This Third 

Commandment statute is demonstrated in the fact that Dathan, Abiram, and Korah’s 

rebellion against Moses and Aaron, recorded in Numbers Chapter 16, is described as 

striving against Yahweh: 

“The sons of Eliab: Nemuel and Dathan and Abiram. These are the 

Dathan and Abiram who were called by the congregation, who 

contended against Moses and Aaron in the company of Korah, 

when they contended against the Lord [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text],” 

(Numbers 26:9, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

As case law, this Third Commandment statute applies to any godly authority. This is 

why cursing one’s parents requires the death penalty: 

“7 You shall consecrate yourselves therefore, and be holy; for I am the 

Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] your 

God. 8 You shall keep My statutes and do them. I am the Lord [Strong’s 

Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] who sanctifies you. 

9 ‘If anyone curses his father or mother, he shall most certainly 

be put to death; he has cursed his father or mother; his blood is 

on him [that is, he bears full responsibility for the consequences].’ ” 

(Leviticus 20:7-9, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Contempt of a biblical court is disregard for Yahweh and His Laws; therefore, it too 

requires the death penalty: 

“9 So you shall come to the Levitical priests or to the judge who is in office 

at that time, and you shall consult them and they will declare to you the 

verdict [Literally the word of judgment.] in the case. 10 You shall act in 

accordance with the terms of the verdict which they declare to 

you from that place which the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text] chooses. You shall be careful to act in 

accordance with all of their instructions. 11 You shall act in 

accordance with the law which they teach you and the judgment 

which they tell you. You shall not turn aside from their verdict, 

to the right or to the left. 12 The man who acts presumptuously 

and insolently by not listening to the priest who stands there to 

serve the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew 
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text] your God, nor to the judge, that man shall die; so you shall 

remove the evil from Israel. 13 Then all the people will hear and be 

afraid, and will not act presumptuously again.” 

(Deuteronomy 17:9-13, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

False Swearing and Perjury 

Prohibition against false swearing, or perjury, is both a Ninth and a Third 

Commandment statute: 

“11 ‘You shall not steal, nor deal deceptively, nor lie to one another. 12 

You shall not swear [an oath] falsely by My name, so as to 

profane the name of your God; I am the Lord [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text].” 

(Leviticus 19:11-12, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

One of the reasons Yahweh condemned ancient Israel was that she swore falsely by His 

name: 

“Hear this, O house of Jacob, you who are called by the name of Israel And 

who come from the seed [Literally waters.] of Judah, You who swear 

[allegiance] by the name of the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text] And invoke the God of Israel, But not in 

truth (sincerity) nor in righteousness [with moral and spiritual 

integrity].” 

(Isaiah 48:1, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“1 Israel is a luxuriant and prolific vine; He produces fruit for 

himself. The more his fruit, The more altars he made [to Baal]; The richer 

his land, The better he made the [idolatrous] pillars. 

2 Their heart is divided (faithless); Now they must bear their guilt and 

punishment. The Lord will break down [the horns of] their altars; He will 

destroy their idolatrous pillars. 

3 Surely now they will say [in despair], “We have no [true] king, For we do 

not revere the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the 

Hebrew text]; And as for the king, what can he do for us [to rescue us]?” 

4 They have spoken empty (disingenuous) words, Swearing falsely 

to make covenants [they intend to break]; Therefore, judgment 

springs up like poisonous weeds in the furrows of the field.” 

(Hosea 10:1-4, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 
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This does not mean that we are never to swear by Yahweh’s name: 

“You shall fear [only] the Lord your God; and you shall serve Him [with 

awe-filled reverence and profound respect] and swear [oaths] by His 

name [alone].” 

(Deuteronomy 6:13, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Genesis 21:22-24, 24:2-3, and 1 Samuel 20:42 provides instances when men of God 

made covenants and swore by Yahweh’s name to seal a compact. This should never be 

taken or done lightly because it is both a Third and a Ninth Commandment infraction if 

a person willfully fails to fulfill his or her side of the agreement. 

In The Institutes of Biblical Law, Rousas John Rushdoony addressed the gravity of 

oaths: 

“By taking the oath, a man promised to abide by his word and his 

obligations even as God is faithful to His word. If he failed, by oath of 

office, the public official invoked divine judgment and the curse of the law 

upon himself.”58 

Bouvier’s Law Dictionary corroborates the gravity of an oath: 

“An outward pledge given by the person taking it that his attestation or 

promise is made under an immediate sense of his responsibility to God…. 

The term has been variously defined: as, “a solemn invocation of the 

vengeance of the Deity upon the witness if he do [sic] not declare the 

whole truth, so far as he knows it;” … or “religious asseveration by which a 

person renounces the mercy and imprecates the vengeance of Heaven if he 

do [sic] not speak the truth” … or “a religious act by which the party 

invokes God not only to witness the truth and sincerity of his promise, but 

also to avenge his imposture or violated faith, or … to punish his perjury if 

he shall be guilty of it;”.… The essential idea of an oath would seem to be, 

however, that of a recognition of God’s authority by the party taking it, and 

an undertaking to accomplish the transaction to which it refers as required 

by his laws.”59 

Refusing to testify in a court of law to something witnessed or otherwise known is also a 

form of false swearing and therefore a Third Commandment violation: 

“If anyone sins after he hears a public [Literally voice of an oath. 

This refers to a public announcement calling for witnesses to testify.] 

 
58 Rousas John Rushdoony, The Institutes of Biblical Law (Vallecito, CA: Ross House Books, 1973) pg. 111. 
59 John Bouvier, “Oath,” Bouvier’s Law Dictionary: A Concise Encyclopedia of the Law, 3 vols. (Kansas 
City, MO: Vernon Law Book Company, 1914) vol. 3, pg. 2388. 

https://www.amazon.com/Institutes-Biblical-Rousas-John-Rushdoony/dp/0875524109
https://www.amazon.com/Institutes-Biblical-Rousas-John-Rushdoony/dp/0875524109
https://www.amazon.com/Bouviers-Law-Dictionary-Concise-Encyclopedia/dp/B005AWEQXA
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adjuration (solemn command to testify) when he is a witness, 

whether he has seen or [otherwise] known [something]—if he fails to 

report it, then he will bear his guilt and be held responsible.” 

(Leviticus 5:1, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

The Catholic sacrament known as the Seal of Confession or Secrecy is precisely the 

opposite of Leviticus 5:1. This sacrament has been the cause of many priests 

transgressing this Third Commandment statute: 

“In the “Decretum” of the Gratian … we find … the following declaration of 

the law as to the seal of confession: “Deponatur sacerdos qui peccata p 

nitentis pulicare praesumit.”, i.e., “Let the priest who dares to make known 

the sins of his penitent be deposed.” ”60 

It was once understood that to make an agreement or a vow of any kind under false 

pretenses was a violation of the Third Commandment. It makes no difference whether a 

Christian actually uses God’s name when making a vow. As believers in Yeshua/Jesus, 

all we do “in word or deed” is done “in the name of the Lord Yeshua” (Colossians 3:17). 

Every vow or agreement or contract entered into by a Christian is done under the 

backing of the Third Commandment and it should be kept as if it were made with 

Yahweh Himself: 

“1 Then Moses spoke to the leaders of the tribes of the Israelites, saying, 

“This is the thing which the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text] has commanded: 2 If a man makes a vow 

to [or in the name of] the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH 

in the Hebrew text] or swears an oath to bind himself with a pledge 

[of abstinence], he shall not break (violate, profane) his word; he 

shall do according to all that proceeds out of his mouth.” 

(Numbers 30:1-2, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“21 When you make a vow [The abuse of vows was a practice for which 

Jesus sternly rebuked the Pharisees. There were at least two kinds of abuse 

for which they were rightly held responsible: 1) their approval of vows 

which should have been overruled and rejected because they violated even 

more important commandments (see Matthew 15:3-6); and 2) 

inappropriate or hair-splitting criteria for determining the validity of a 

vow (Matthew 23:16-22).] to the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text] your God, you shall not delay to pay it, 

for He will most certainly require it of you, and a delay would 

cause you to sin. 22 But if you refrain from making a vow, that would 

 
60 “The Law of the Seal of Confession,” Catholic Encyclopedia, pg. 1. 

https://www.newadvent.org/cathen/13649b.htm
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not be [counted as] sin in you. 23 You shall be careful to perform 

that [vow] which passes your lips, just as you have made a 

voluntary vow [or in the name of] to the Lord [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] your God, just as you have 

promised with your own words (mouth).” 

(Deuteronomy 23:21-23, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“36 But I tell you, on the day of judgment people will have to give 

an accounting for every careless or useless word they speak. 37 

For by your words [reflecting your spiritual condition] you will be 

justified and acquitted of the guilt of sin; and by your words 

[rejecting Me] you will be condemned and sentenced.” 

(Matthew 12:36-37, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

In Numbers 30:2 it declares, “If a man makes a vow to the Lord or swears an oath to 

bind himself with a pledge [of abstinence], he shall not break (violate, profane) his 

word; he shall do according to all that proceeds out of his mouth.” This is where the 

saying “his word is his bond” originated. Such a person’s word is his or her 

guarantee. His word is so reliable and honorable that he does not need to guarantee it 

with anything more than his word. His word is his bond! 

While many Christians give their word, make vows and enter into agreements lightly, 

the patriarch Joshua understood the gravity of keeping covenant even when the other 

party had entered the pact with disingenuous motives (Joshua 9:1-20). King David 

testified to the same: 

“1 O Lord, who may lodge [as a guest] in Your tent? Who may dwell 

[continually] on Your holy hill? 

2 He who walks with integrity and strength of character, and works 

righteousness, And speaks and holds truth in his heart. 

3 He does not slander with his tongue, Nor does evil to his 

neighbor, Nor takes up a reproach against his friend; 

4 In his eyes an evil person is despised, But he honors those who fear the 

Lord [and obediently worship Him with awe-inspired reverence and 

submissive wonder]. He keeps his word even to his own 

disadvantage and does not change it [for his own benefit]; 

5 He does not put out his money at interest [to a fellow Israelite], 

And does not take a bribe against the innocent. He who does 

these things will never be shaken.” 

(Psalm 15:1-5, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 
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Adam Clarke suggested why the oath of Yahweh is given so little consideration today: 

“So solemn and awful were all appeals to God considered in those ancient 

times, that it was taken for granted that the man was innocent who could 

by an oath appeal to the omniscient God that he had not put his hand to 

his neighbour’s goods. Since oaths have become multiplied, and since they 

have been administered on the most trifling occasions, their solemnity is 

gone, and their importance little regarded. Should the oath ever re-acquire 

its weight and importance, it must be when administered only in cases of 

peculiar delicacy and difficulty, and as sparingly as in the days of Moses.”61 

The solemnity and consequence of the oath of Yahweh have been lost, not because of its 

multiplied use but because its judgment is no longer enforced. To lie or break an oath 

made in the name of Yahweh is a transgression of the Third Commandment, punishable 

by death.62 

Swearing by the Name of Other Gods 

In contrast to memorializing the name of Yahweh, we are commanded not to mention, 

use, or swear by the name of other gods: 

“Now concerning everything which I have said to you, be on your guard; 

do not mention the name of other gods [either in a blessing or in a 

curse]; do not let such speech be heard [coming] from your 

mouth.” 

(Exodus 23:13, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

The names of other gods are mentioned numerous times in the Scriptures, but it is 

always done in a historical fashion or as a warning against following those gods. This use 

of the names of false gods is, therefore, permissible. Yahweh forbids using their names 

in a fashion that would make them appear equal or superior to Yahweh or that would 

encourage worshiping them. In his last instructions to the Israelites, Joshua commented 

upon this statute: 

“6 Be steadfast and very determined to keep and to do everything that is 

written in the Book of the Law of Moses, so that you do not turn aside from 

it to the right or the left, 7 so that you do not associate [non-Israelite] 

with these nations which remain among you, or mention the name of 

their gods, or make anyone swear [an oath by them], or serve 

them, or bow down to them. 8 But you are to cling to the Lord 

 
61 Adam Clarke, Clarke’s Commentary, 6 vols. (New York, NY: Carlton & Phillips, 1853) vol. 1, pg. 413. 
62 See the booklet Capital Punishment: Deterrent or Catalyst by Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.abebooks.com/servlet/BookDetailsPL?bi=30248285927&cm_sp=SEARCHREC-_-WIDGET-L-_-BDP-F&searchurl=an%3Dadam%2Bclarke%26sortby%3D17%26tn%3Dclarkes%2Bcommentary%2Bholy%2Bbible%2Bcontaining
https://www.missiontoisrael.org/capital-punishment.php
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[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] your God, 

just as you have done to this day.” 

(Joshua 23:6-8, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

In addition to breaking the First and Second Commandments, anyone who promotes 

multiculturalism, the melting pot, pluralism or any other concept that 

would introduce false gods into our society is transgressing the Third 

Commandment and they will be judged by Yahweh: 

“4 I [Yahweh] will also stretch out My hand [in judgment] against 

Judah And against all the inhabitants of Jerusalem. And I will cut off and 

destroy the remnant of Baal [One of the major male gods of Canaan. His 

female consort was Asherah.] from this place, And the names and 

remembrance of the idolatrous priests along with the [false] priests, 

5 And those who bow down and worship the host of heaven [the 

sun, the moon, and the stars] on [The flat roofs of the houses were often 

used as convenient places of planetary worship (i.e. Sabeanism, 

astrology).] their housetops And those who bow down and swear 

[oaths] to [and pretend to worship] the Lord [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] and [yet also] swear by [the 

pagan god called] Milcom [a false god of the Moabites and Ammonites],” 

(Zephaniah 1:4-5, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

While it does not directly promote it, the First Amendment of the United States 

Constitution provides for polytheism: 

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 

prohibiting the free exercise thereof….” 

While often lauded by Christians, in reality, this amendment is an overt provision for 

the violation of the First, Second, and Third Commandments. 

Modern Israel63 must repent of her pluralism, including that provided for by the United 

States Constitution: 

“24 You shall not bow down to worship their gods, nor serve 

them, nor do [anything] in accordance with their practices. You 

shall completely overthrow them and break down their [sacred] pillars 

and images [of pagan worship]. 25 You shall serve [only] the Lord 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] your God, 

and He shall bless your bread and water. I will also remove sickness from 

 
63 God’s Covenant People: Yesterday, Today and Forever by Evangelist Ted R. Weiland. 

https://www.missiontoisrael.org/books-summary.php#godscovenantpeople
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among you. 26 No one shall suffer miscarriage or be barren in your land; I 

[Yahweh will grant you long life.] will fulfill the number of your days. 27 I 

will send My terror ahead of you, and I will throw into confusion all the 

people among whom you come, and I will make all your enemies turn their 

backs to you [in flight]. 28 I will send hornets ahead of you which shall 

drive out the Hivite, the Canaanite, and the Hittite before you. 29 I will 

not drive them out before you in a single year, so that the land does not 

become desolate [due to lack of attention] and the [wild] animals of the 

field do not become too numerous for you. 30 I will drive them out before 

you little by little, until you have increased and are strong enough to take 

possession of the land. 31 I will establish your borders from the Red Sea to 

the Sea of the Philistines (the Mediterranean), and from the wilderness to 

the River Euphrates; for I will hand over the residents of the land to you, 

and you shall drive them out before you. 32 You shall not make a 

covenant with them [the non-Israelite nations] or with their gods. 

33 They shall not live in your land, because they will make you 

sin against Me; for if you serve their gods, it is certain to be a 

trap for you [resulting in judgment].” 

(Exodus 23:24-33, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

This statute also pertains to fortunetellers, soothsayers, astrologers, voodooists, 

prognosticators, witches, sorcerers, and necromancers: 

“10 There shall not be found among you anyone who makes his 

son or daughter pass through the fire [as a sacrifice], one who 

uses divination and fortune-telling, one who practices 

witchcraft, or one who interprets omens, or a sorcerer, 11 or 

one who casts a charm or spell, or a medium, or a spiritist, or a 

necromancer [who seeks the dead]. 12 For everyone who does these 

things is utterly repulsive to the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text]; and because of these detestable practices the 

Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] your 

God is driving them out before you.” 

(Deuteronomy 18:10-12, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

False Prophesying 

Anyone who prophesies falsely in Yahweh’s or Yeshua’s name is also guilty of a Third 

Commandment infraction: 
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“But the prophet who presumes to speak a word in My name 

which I have not commanded him to speak, or which he speaks 

in the name of other gods—that prophet shall die.” 

(Deuteronomy 18:20, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

“2 “In that day,” declares the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text] of hosts, “I will cut off the names of the 

idols from the land, and they will no longer be remembered. I 

will also remove the [false] prophets and the unclean spirit from 

the land. 3 And if anyone still [appears as a prophet and falsely] 

prophesies, then his father and his mother who gave birth to 

him will say to him, ‘You shall not live, for you have spoken lies 

in the name of the Lord’ [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in 

the Hebrew text]; and his father and his mother who gave birth to 

him shall pierce him through when he prophesies.” ” 

(Zechariah 13:2-3, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Defiant Disobedience 

Defiant disobedience of any of Yahweh’s commandments or statutes is also a Third 

Commandment violation: 

“But the person who does [anything wrong] willfully [Literally with a 

high hand.] and defiantly, whether he is native-born or a stranger, 

that one is blaspheming the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 

YHWH in the Hebrew text], and that person shall be cut off from among 

his people [excluding him from the atonement made for them].” 

(Numbers 15:30, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“Therefore, son of man, speak to the house of Israel and say to them, Thus 

says the Lord God [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the 

Hebrew text], “Again in this your fathers have blasphemed Me, in 

that they acted faithlessly and treacherously against Me.”” 

(Ezekiel 20:27, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

Christian hypocrisy moreover incites the heathen to blaspheme: 

“21 well then, you who teach others, do you not teach yourself? 

You who preach against stealing, do you steal [in ways that are 

discrete, but just as sinful]? 22 You who say that one must not 

commit adultery, do [In Judaism at that time, one of the leading 

schools of thought (that of Hillel) taught that a man could divorce his wife 
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for any reason, such as cooking a bad meal. Paul may have in mind men 

who use a flimsy excuse to divorce their wives, with the real intent of 

marrying another woman. In God’s eyes, this is an act of adultery.] you 

commit adultery? You who detest idols, do you rob [pagan] 

temples [of valuable idols and offerings]? 23 You who boast in the 

Law, do you [repeatedly] dishonor God by breaking [The Pharisees 

were distorting and breaking God’s law by giving their own interpretations 

priority over the plain meaning of the Scriptures.] the Law? 24 For, 

“the name of God is blasphemed among the Gentiles because of 

you,” just as it is written [in Isaiah 52:5].” 

(Romans 2:21-24, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

The Prophet Nathan told King David that his transgression with Bathsheba caused the 

same desecration: 

“Nevertheless, because by this deed you have given [a great] 

opportunity to the enemies of the Lord [Strong’s Concordance 

#H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text] to blaspheme [Him], the son that 

is born to you shall certainly die.” 

(2 Samuel 12:14, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

All believers in Messiah Yeshua/Jesus, especially, should be careful to avoid rebellion 

against Yahweh: 

“Nevertheless, the firm foundation of God [which He has laid] stands [sure 

and unshaken despite attacks], bearing this seal: “The Lord knows those 

who are His,” and, “Let everyone who names the name of the Lord stand 

apart from wickedness and withdraw from wrongdoing. [Numbers 16:5; 

John 10:14, 27]” ” 

(2 Timothy 2:19, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Crossbreeding/Interbreeding 

Although principally categorized as a Seventh Commandment transgression, 

miscegenation (crossbreeding/interbreeding),64 or interracial mixing, is also depicted in 

the book of Leviticus as something that particularly profanes the name of Yahweh: 

“You [Israel] shall not give any of your children to offer them [by 

fire as a sacrifice] to Molech [the god of the Ammonites], nor shall you 

profane the name of your God [by honoring idols as gods]. I am the 

Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text].” 

 
64 This will be addressed when we study The Seventh Commandment. 
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(Leviticus 18:21, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“2 “Moreover, you shall say to the children of Israel, 

‘Any Israelite or any stranger residing in Israel who gives any of 

his children to Molech (the god of the Ammonites) [as a human 

sacrifice] shall most certainly be put to death; the people of the 

land shall stone him with stones. 3 I will also set My face against that 

man [opposing him, withdrawing My protection from him] and will cut 

him off from his people [excluding him from the atonement made for 

them], because he has given some of his children to Molech, so as 

to defile My sanctuary and profane My holy name. 4 If the 

people of the land should ever tolerate that man when he gives 

any of his children [as a burnt offering] to Molech, and fail to put 

him to death [as My law requires], 5 then I shall set My face against 

that man and against his [extended] family, and I will cut off from 

their people both him and all who follow him in playing [I.e. 

abandon the true God for an idol.] the prostitute (commit apostasy) with 

Molech.’ ” 

(Leviticus 20:2-5, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

Molech was a false god of the Ammonite and other non-Israelite pagan peoples. The 

following information demonstrates that these two particular passages do not have so 

much to do with idolatry as they do with forbidden lineage and, by extension, interracial 

relationships. 

The phrase “the fire” in Leviticus 18:21 is in italics, indicating that it has been added to 

this verse by the King James translators. 

The phrase “pass through” is translated from the Hebrew word `abiyr and its definition 

is pertinent, particularly as it concerns the context of Leviticus 18: 

“…a primitive root; to cross over … specifically, to cover (in copulation).”65 

“…Prop. causeth to pass over. Sc. semen….”66 

The latter lexicon also cites Job 21 in which `abiyr [Strong’s Concordance #H5674 ָעַבר] 

is translated “gendereth:” 

 
65 James Strong, “Hebrew and Chaldee Dictionary,” The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the 
Bible, s.v. “`abiyr” (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1990) pg. 85. 
66 Francis Brown, et. Al., The New Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius Hebrew and English Lexicon, s.v. 
“`abiyr,” pg. 718. 

https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/Strongs-Exhaustive-Concordance-James-Strong/dp/0785250565
https://www.amazon.com/New-Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius-Hebrew-English-Lexicon/dp/B000J2U8CO
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“Their bull gendereth, and faileth not; their cow calveth, and casteth not 

her calf.” 

(Job 21:10, KJV, emphasis added) 

Other versions of Job 21:10 translate `abiyr as “mates” [Easy-to-Read 

Version (ERV), Modern KJV] and “breeds” [English Standard Version 

(ESV), Good News Bible (GNB), GOD’s Word (GW), International 

Standard Version (ISV), Lexham English Bible (LEB), Tree of Life Version 

(TLV), The Scriptures Version, World English Bible (WEB)]. 

Peake’s Commentary of the Bible questions the customary interpretation of Leviticus 

18:21 and provides alternate analyses and translations: 

“21 is generally interpreted as referring to a ceremony whereby children 

were passed through fire, possibly burning them as whole-offerings. But it 

is curious that the prohibition here occurs among sexual matters. The 

ancient versions have ‘cause to serve’ (Sam.), ‘serve,’ (LXX), ‘cause to lie 

down for sexual intercourse’ (Syr.), whilst other Greek Versions have 

‘compel by force’.”67 

In light of Leviticus Chapter 18, this definition for `abiyr is undoubtedly the most 

contextually consistent. Under the heading “Moloch, Cult Of,” the Encyclopaedia 

Judaica provides additional justification for this interpretation: 

“The book of Jubilees 30:7ff. connects intermarriage or rather the 

marrying off of one’s children to pagans [non-Israelites] with the sin of 

Moloch. This tradition seems to be echoed in the dissenting opinion of 

R.[abbi] Ishmael (cf. Meg. 4:9) in Sifrei Deuteronomy 18, who explains the 

prohibition of Moloch as the impregnation of a pagan woman, an 

interpretation lying behind the Syriac translation in Leviticus 18 and 20. 

The common denominator of all these traditions is the understanding of 

Moloch worship as the transfer of Jewish [Israelite] children to paganism 

either by delivering them directly to pagan priests or by procreation 

through intercourse with a pagan woman. This tradition, which could 

hardly be an invention, is now corroborated by the evidence in the 

Assyrian documents.”68 (comments added) 

 
67 Matthew Black, ed., Peake’s Commentary on the Bible (Nairobi, Kenya: Thomas Nelson and Sons, LTD, 
1962) pg. 249. 
68 “Moloch, Cult Of, The Nature of the Worship,” Encyclopaedia Judaica, 6 vols. (New York, NY: The 
Macmillan Company, 1971) vol. 12, pg. 232. 

https://www.amazon.com/Peakes-Commentary-Bible-General-Testament/dp/B06XY894GH
https://www.amazon.com/Peakes-Commentary-Bible-General-Testament/dp/B06XY894GH
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The following is a direct quotation from the Book of Jubilees69: 

“…if there is any man in Israel who desires to give his daughter or his 

sister to any man who is of the seed of the Gentiles, he shall surely die … 

for he has committed a sin and a shame in Israel…. And to this law there is 

no limit of days and no ceasing and no forgiveness, but he shall be rooted 

out who defiles his daughter, among all Israel, because he has given of his 

seed to Moloch…. And thou, Moses, command the children of Israel and 

testify over them that they shall not give any of their daughters to the 

Gentiles and that they shall not take any of the daughters of the Gentiles; 

for this is accursed before the Lord…. And it is disgraceful to Israel to 

those that give and to those that receive from any Gentiles any daughters, 

for it is unclean and accursed to Israel; and Israel will not be clean of this 

uncleanness of him who has of the daughters of the Gentiles for a wife, or 

who has given of his daughters to a man who is of any of the seed of the 

Gentiles….” (Jubilees 30:6-12) 

In his book Old Testament Light: The Indispensable Guide to the Customs, Manners, & 

Idioms of Biblical Times, George M. Lamsa provides Leviticus 18:21 from the Syriac 

translation of the Old Testament: 

“ “Seed,” in this instance, means “semen.” The Eastern text reads: “You 

shall not let any of your semen be cast into a strange woman to cause her 

to be pregnant….” …This ordinance is against cohabiting with pagan 

women….”70 

“Lamsa also points out that the word “ ‘Molech’ … [in] the Aramaic reads ‘a 

strange woman’; that is, a woman of another race or religion.” ”71 

(comment added) 

Ezra and Nehemiah both confirm that Israelites who “marry” non-Israelites of 

forbidden lineages and by extension people of other races, sin in Yahweh’s sight: 

“1 When these things were completed, the officials came to me and said, 

“The people of Israel and the priests and Levites have not 

separated themselves from the peoples of the lands, but have 

committed the repulsive acts of the Canaanites, Hittites, Perizzites, 

 
69 The book of Jubilees is a pseudepigraphic work containing the views and religious practices of the most 
rigid Hasidaean or Pharisaic school during the reign of John Hyrcanus over the house of Judah (135-105 
BC). 
70 George Mamishisho Lamsa, Old Testament Light: The Indispensable Guide to the Customs, Manners 
and Idioms of Biblical Times (San Francisco, London, Cambridge: Harper & Row, 1964) pg. 177. 
71 Ibid., p. 182. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Old-Testament-light-indispensable-Biblical/dp/0060649240
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Old-Testament-light-indispensable-Biblical/dp/0060649240
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Jebusites, Ammonites, Moabites, Egyptians, and Amorites. 2 For they 

have taken some of their daughters as wives for themselves and 

for their sons, so that the holy race [Literally seed] has 

intermingled [Historically, intermarriage with other nations led the 

Jews into pagan practices which brought God’s wrath and judgment upon 

all the people.] with the peoples of the lands. Indeed, the officials and 

chief men have been foremost in this unfaithful act and direct violation [of 

God’s will].” ” 

(Ezra 9:1-2, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis added) 

“2 Shecaniah the son of Jehiel, of the sons of Elam, said to Ezra, “We 

have been unfaithful to our God and have married foreign 

women from the peoples of the land; yet now there is hope for Israel 

in spite of this. 3 Therefore let us now make a covenant with our 

God to send away all the [foreign] wives and their children, in 

accordance with the advice of my lord and of those who tremble 

[in reverent obedience] at the commandment of our God; and let it 

be done in accordance with the Law.” ” 

(Ezra 10:2-3, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“23 In those days I also saw Jews [Judahites] who had married 

women from Ashdod, Ammon, and Moab. 24 As for their children, 

half spoke in the language of Ashdod, and none of them knew how to 

speak [Hebrew] the language of Judah, but only the language of his own 

people. 25 So I contended with them and cursed them and struck 

some of them and pulled out their hair, and made them swear by God, 

saying, “You shall not give your daughters [in marriage] to their 

sons, nor take [any of] their daughters for your sons or for 

yourselves. 26 Did not Solomon king of Israel sin [greatly against God] 

regarding these things? Yet among the many nations there was no king 

like him. He was loved by his God, and God made him king over all Israel; 

nevertheless the foreign women caused even him to sin [by turning to 

other gods and so, judged by God, he lost his kingdom]. 27 Do we then 

hear about you that you have done all this great evil, acting 

unfaithfully against our God by marrying foreign (pagan) 

women?” ” 

(Nehemiah 13:23-27, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 
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This prohibition is often purported to be exclusively about religion and not ancestry. If 

this were true, Yahweh would have made an exception for children and spouses who 

converted to Him. No such exception can be found in the Bible.72 

The Yehovah Deception73 

The name Yehovah is a latecomer in the rendering of our Creator’s Name. It has gained 

popularity within the Messianic and Hebrew Roots communities. However, there are 

some serious linguistic flaws with this pronunciation. 

Before discussing those linguistic flaws, it is important to understand the premise of 

those who advocate using “Yehovah” for our Creator’s Name. This rendering is based on 

late medieval Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament that show the four letters yod 

(y)-hey (h)-waw (w)-hey (h) [hwhy] with the vowel points from Adonai. 

Within these manuscripts or codices there are several instances where the vowel points 

for “Yehovah” (English, “Jehovah”) are found. Based on this fact, it is theorized that the 

scribes who produced these manuscripts accidentally preserved the name “Yehovah” by 

not removing the vowel points. There are serious flaws with this hypothesis and logic as 

you will soon see. 

Scribal Error? 

For those who believe this was a scribal error, it is important to realize that the Jewish 

scribes were ultra-meticulous. After copying a text, scribes would painstakingly review 

the script for any errors. The thought that a scribe would overlook numerous instances 

of the same mistake is unthinkable. According to the Jewish Talmud, there were 20 

steps a scribe would go through to ensure textual accuracy. Below are some of these 

steps: 

• The scribe must be a learned, pious Jew, who has undergone special training and 

certification. 

• All materials (parchment, ink, quill) must conform to strict specifications, and be 

prepared specifically for the purpose of writing a Torah scroll. 

• The scribe must pronounce every word out loud before copying it from the 

correct text. 

• The scribe may not write even one letter into a Torah scroll by heart. Rather, he 

must have a second, kosher scroll opened before him at all times. 

• A Torah scroll is disqualified if even a single letter is added. 

 
72 This will be addressed when we study The Seventh Commandment. 
73 The Yehovah Deception. 

https://yrm.org/yehovah-deception/
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• A Torah scroll is disqualified if even a single letter is deleted. 

• Every letter must have sufficient white space surrounding it. If one letter touches 

another in any spot, it invalidates the entire scroll. 

• If a single letter is so marred that it cannot be read at all, or resembles another 

letter (whether the defect is in the writing, or the result of a hole, tear or smudge), 

the entire scroll is invalidated. 

• Each letter must be sufficiently legible so that even an ordinary schoolchild could 

distinguish it from other, similar letters. 

• The scribe must put precise space between words, so that one word will not look 

like two words, or two words look like one word. 

• The scribe must not alter the design of the sections, and must conform to 

particular line-lengths and paragraph configurations. 

• A Torah Scroll in which any mistake has been found cannot be used, and a 

decision regarding its restoration must be made within 30 days, or it must be 

buried. 

Considering these extraordinary measures, it is unfathomable that a scribe would leave 

the same mistake multiple times in a Hebrew manuscript of the Old Testament. The 

logic that “Yehovah” arose due to Jewish scribal mistakes is seriously flawed. No scholar 

would accept this explanation. 

Written One Way, Read Another 

So how do we explain the instances where the vowel points for “Yehovah” are found in 

these ancient Hebrew codices? According to biblical scholars, following a Jewish 

tradition beginning after the 6th century BCE, The Masoretes, i.e., Jewish scribes from 

the 6th to the 10th centuries CE, used an orthographic device known as Qere / Ketiv to 

conceal the name. Qere means, “what is read,” and ketiv means, “what is written.” It is 

found in existing Masoretic manuscripts dating to the 9th and 10th centuries CE. There 

are several forms of Qere / Ketiv, including: ordinary, vowel, omitted, added, 

euphemistic, split, and qere perpetuum. 

The ketiv that is most relevant is the vowel qere. In this case, the consonants are 

unchanged but different vowel signs are added and only the qere, i.e., what is read, is 

vocalized. The most notable example of this is with the Tetragrammaton or the four 

letters of the Divine Name. To ensure that the divine name was not pronounced, the 

Masoretic Jewish scribes left the Hebrew consonants but they added the vowel points 

from Adonai and on occasions Elohim [Strong’s Concordance #H433 ֹוּהֱַָאל ]. Following 

the Qere / Ketiv, the reader was to read Adonai or Elohim, depending on the vowel 
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points used. It was never the intent of the scribes that the reader pronounce the vowel 

points with the consonants. Not realizing this, early translators of the Hebrew Bible 

transliterated the Tetragrammaton as “Jehovah.” Once scholarship realized that this 

was never the intent of the Hebrew text, they noted the mistake. Today, there are some 

who either do not understand the Qere / Ketiv system or who are actively trying to 

mislead people by insisting that the pronunciation is Yehovah. However, as nearly all 

Hebrew scholars acknowledge, this name arose through a deliberate modification in 

the Hebrew text following a tradition of not pronouncing the Tetragrammaton, as 

noted by the below references. 

“After the Babylonian Exile (6th century BCE), and especially from the 3rd 

century bce on, Jews ceased to use the name Yahweh for two reasons. As 

Judaism became a universal rather than merely local religion, the more 

common noun Elohim, meaning ‘God,’ tended to replace Yahweh to 

demonstrate the universal sovereignty of Israel’s God over all others. At 

the same time, the divine name was increasingly regarded as too sacred to 

be uttered; it was thus replaced vocally in the synagogue ritual by the 

Hebrew word Adonai (‘My Lord’), which was translated as Kyrios (‘Lord’) 

in the Septuagint, the Greek version of the Hebrew Scriptures,” 

Encyclopedia Britannica. 

According to the Jewish Encyclopedia (1901 version) and the Babylonian Talmud, after 

the death of Simeon the Just in 290 BCE, the Jews stopped pronouncing the Holy 

Name. The Babylonian Talmud states, “Tosaf Sotah 38a suggests that the Ineffable 

Name could be pronounced only when there was some indication that the Shechinah 

rested on the Sanctuary. When Simeon the Righteous died, with many indications that 

such glory was no more enjoyed, his brethren no more dared utter the Ineffable Name,” 

Yoma 39b, footnote, pg. 186. 

As confirmed by the Jewish Talmud, hundreds of years before the birth of Yeshua the 

Messiah, the Jews stopped pronouncing the Divine Name and they began concealing it 

by reading the vowel points from Adonai into the Tetragrammaton. The motivation 

behind this practice was not from irreverence but through a strong veneration for the 

Name. They were afraid that if it were pronounced, someone might misuse or 

blaspheme the Name. Part of this hesitation arose from their time in Babylon. While 

their reasoning was admirable, it is against the clear teachings in the Scriptures. 

The Bible confirms the use of the Divine Name in both the Old and New Testaments, 

e.g., Genesis 12:8; 13:4; Exodus 3:15; Acts 2:21; and Romans 10:13. Clearly, our 

Heavenly Father’s Name was used by all believers. Additionally, the Bible states we are 

to bless (Psalm 145:21), call (Psalm 80:18; 99:6; Isaiah 12:4), confess (2 Chronicles 

6:24-25; 1 Kings 8:35-36), declare (Exodus 9:16; Psalm 22:22; John 17:26; Romans 

9:17; Hebrews 2:12), exalt (Psalm 34:3); glorify (Psalm 86:9, 12), honor (Psalm 66:2), 
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magnify (2 Samuel 7:26), praise (2 Samuel 22:50; Psalm 69:30), remember (Exodus 

3:15; Psalm 45:17), sing (Psalm 68:4), and trust (Isaiah 50:10) in His Name. 

Scholarship Explains “Yehovah” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The decision to hide or replace the Tetragrammaton with the invalid vowel points from 

Adonai is what led to “Yehovah” (“Jehovah” in English). Except for a few outliers, 

nearly all scholarship confirms this basic fact. Consider the following: 

“In the early Middle Ages, when the consonantal text of the Bible was 

supplied with vowel points to facilitate its correct traditional reading, the 

vowel points for Adonai with one variation – a sheva (short ‘e’) with the 

first yod [Y] of YHWH instead of the hataf-patah (short ‘a’) under the aleph 

of Adonai – was used for YHWH, thus producing the form YeHoWaH. 

When Christian scholars of Europe first began to study Hebrew, they did 

not understand what this really meant, and they introduced the hybrid 

name ‘Jehovah’ ” (Encyclopedia Judaica, vol. 7, pg. 680). 

“The Tetragrammaton or Four-Lettered Name…which occurs 6,823 times, 

is by far the most frequent name of God in the Bible. It is now pronounced 

‘adonai; but the church father Theodoret records that the Samaritans 
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pronounced it as (Iabe), and Origen transcribes it as (Iae), both pointing to 

an original vocalization yahveh [The waw yields a ‘w’ sound, not a ‘v’]” 

(The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, vol. 5, pg. 6). 

“Jehovah, modern form of the Hebrew sacred name of God, probably 

originally ‘Yahweh.’ From c.300 B.C. the Jews, from motives of piety, 

uttered the name of God very rarely and eventually not at all, but 

substituted the title ‘Adonai,’ meaning ‘Lord,’ the vowels of which were 

written under the consonants of ‘Yahweh.’ In the Middle Ages and later, 

the vowels of one word with the consonants of the other were misread as 

Jehovah” (The Collegiate Encyclopedia, vol. 9, pg. 580). 

“Jehovah….What has been said explains the so-called qeri perpetuum, 

according to which the consonants of Jehovah are always accompanied in 

the Hebrew text by the vowels of Adonai except in the cases in which 

Adonai stands in apposition to Jehovah: in these cases the vowels of 

Elohim are substituted. The use of a simple shewa in the first syllable of 

Jehovah, instead of the compound shewa in the corresponding syllable of 

Adonai and Elohim, is required by the rules of Hebrew grammar 

governing the use of Shewa” (The Catholic Encyclopedia, vol. VIII, pg. 

329). 

“Jehovah, an erroneous pronunciation of the name of the God of Israel in 

the Bible, due to pronouncing the vowels of the term ‘Adonay,’ the 

marginal Masoretic reading with the consonants of the text-reading 

‘Yahweh,’ which was not uttered to avoid the profanation of the divine 

name of magical or other blasphemous purposes. Hence the substitution 

of ‘Adonay,’ the ‘Lord,’ or ‘Adonay Elohim,’ ‘Lord God.’ The oldest Greek 

versions use the term ‘Kurios,’ ‘Lord,’ the exact translation of the current 

Jewish substitute for the original Tetragrammaton Yahweh. The reading 

‘Jehovah’ can be traced to the early Middle Ages and until lately was said 

to have been invented by Peter Gallatin (1518), confessor of Pope Leo X. 

Recent writers, however, trace it to an earlier date; it is found in Raymond 

Martin’s Pugeo Fidei (1270)” (Encyclopedia Americana, vol. 16, pg. 8.). 

“The personal name of the [El] of the Israelites …The Masoretes, Jewish 

biblical scholars of the Middle Ages, replaced the vowel signs that had 

appeared above or beneath the consonants of YHWH with the vowel signs 

of Adonai or of Elohim. Thus the artificial name Jehovah (YeHoWaH) 

came into being” (Encyclopaedia Britannica, Yahweh, Micropedia, vol. 

10). 

“In the Hebrew Bible the Jews wrote the consonants of the 

Tetragrammaton as YHWH, but out of reverence for the sacred name of 
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God (or out of fear of violating Exod. 20:7; Lev. 24:16), they vocalized and 

pronounced it as Adonai or occasionally as Elohim. It is unfortunate, then, 

that the name was transliterated into German and ultimately into English 

as Jehovah (which is the way the name is represented in the American 

Standard Version of 1901), for this conflate form represents the vowels of 

Adonai superimposed on the consonants of Yahweh, and it was never 

intended by the Jews to be read as Yehowah (or Jehovah)” (The Making of 

a Contemporary Translation, pg. 107). 

“Jehovah in that form was unknown to the ancient Israelites. In fact, 

Hebrew scholars say that Jehovah would have been impossible according 

to the strict principles of Hebrew vocalization. The God of Israel was 

known by a name approximately rendered into English as Yahweh,” (A 

Book About the Bible, George Stimpson, pg. 247). 

“Although the meaning of the name remains subject to debate, Yahweh is 

most likely a verbal form of Heb. haya (perhaps originally hwy)…Because of 

the utmost sanctity ascribed to the name, Jews from postexilic times on 

have declined to pronounce it in public reading, and only the consonants 

were written (YHWH; the Dead Sea Scrolls use the archaic, ‘paleo-Hebrew’ 

script). Although the original pronunciation was thus eventually lost, 

inscriptional evidence favors yahwae or yahwe. The name is represented in 

the MT by the consonants with the vowel pointing for ‘adonay ‘Lord.’ From 

this derived ca, the sixteenth century the form ‘Jehovah’ (yehowah).  In 

modern usage pious Jews often substitute the expression has-sem ‘the 

Name,” (The Eerdmans Bible Dictionary, Allen C. Myers, Ed., “Yahweh,” 

pg. 1075). 

“The scribes reasoned that if they did not point the name Yahweh then it 

could never be treated lightly since his name would not really be known. 

Initially the real pointing was probably passed along by tradition, but in 

time it was lost. In Exodus 20:7 the name Lord is written in capital letters 

according to the convention of signifying the name Yahweh, but the name 

as it appears in the Hebrew text is hwhy (yehowa), in which appear the 

consonants from the name Yahweh (hwhy [yhwh]) and the vowels from the 

word Lord (ynda [‘idonay]). Proof for the fabricated nature of this word 

are the two vowels which appear on the waw, an impossibility in Hebrew. 

However, until the revival of the Hebrew language in western Europe 

scholars read the consonants YHWH (Germans would read them as 

JHVH) with the vowels of ‘adonay, thereby originating the incorrect form 

Jehovah. This word was then introduced into English by William Tyndale 

and was continued by the King James Version,” (The Journey from Texts 

to Translations, Paul D. Wegner, pp. 172-173). 
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“While it is almost if not quite certain that the Name was originally 

pronounced ‘Yahweh,’ this pronunciation was not indicated when the 

Masoretes added vowel signs to the consonantal Hebrew text. To the four 

consonants YHWH of the Name, which had come to be regarded as too 

sacred to be pronounced, they attached vowel signs indicating that in its 

place should be read the Hebrew word Adonai meaning ‘Lord’…The 

ancient Greek translators substituted the word Kyrios (Lord) for the 

Name. The Vulgate likewise used the Latin word Dominus. The form 

‘Jehovah’ is of late medieval origin; it is a combination of the consonants 

of the Divine Name and the vowels attached to it by the Masoretes but 

belonging to an entirely different word… reasons the Committee has 

returned to the more familiar usage of the King James Version… the word 

‘Jehovah’ does not accurately represent any form of the Name ever used in 

Hebrew,” (Revised Standard Version, Preface, pp. iv-v). 

“The probable pronunciation of the OT four-lettered word YHWH, the 

most profound and sacred of the Hebrew names for God. The name is 

interpreted in Ex. 3:14 as ‘I am who I am.’ The name was held in such high 

regard that the Jews were forbidden to pronounce it and read the word 

‘Adonai’ (i.e., lord) instead. When the Hebrew masoretes added the vowel 

points to the consonantal text, they used the vowels of Adonai with the 

four consonants YHWH; this was transliterated in the early versions as 

Jehovah.  This form of the word became quite popular, but it should be 

remembered that such a word never existed,” (The Encyclopedia of the 

Lutheran Church, “Yahweh,” Vol. N-Z, pg. 2537). 

“Why not in the form ‘Jehovah’? Is that not euphonious? It is, without 

question. Is it not widely used? It is, and may still be freely employed to 

assist through a period of transition. but is it not hallowed and endeared 

by many a beautiful hymn and many a pious memory? Without doubt; and 

therefore it is with reluctance that is here declined. But why is it not 

accepted? There it is–familiar, acceptable, ready for adoption. The reason 

is, that it is too heavily burdened with merited critical condemnation–as 

modern, as a compromise, as a ‘mongrel’ word, ‘hybrid,’ ‘fantastic,’ 

‘monstrous.’ The facts have only to be known to justify this verdict, and to 

vindicate the propriety of not employing it in a new and independent 

translation. What are the facts? And first as to age. ‘The pronunciation 

Jehovah was unknown until 1520, when it was introduced by Galatinus; 

but was contested by Le Mercier, J. Drusius, and L. Capellus, as against 

grammatical and historical propriety.’ Next, as to formation. ‘Erroneously 

written and pronounced Jehovah, which is merely a combination of the 

sacred Tetragrammaton and the vowels in the Hebrew word for Lord, 
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substituted by the Jews for JHVH, because they shrank from pronouncing 

The Name, owing to an old misconception of the two passages, Ex. 20:7 

and Lev. 24:16…To give the name JHVH the vowels of the word for Lord 

[Heb. Adonai] and pronounce it Jehovah, is about as hybrid a combination 

as it would be to spell the name Germany with the vowels in the name 

Portugal – viz., Gormuna. The monstrous combination Jehovah is not 

older than about 1520 A.D.’ From this we may gather that the Jewish 

scribes are not responsible for the ‘hybrid’ combination. They intentionally 

wrote alien vowels–not for combination with the sacred consonants, but 

for the purpose of cautioning the Jewish reader to enunciate a totally 

different word, viz., some other familiar name of the Most High,” (The 

Emphasized Bible, [Joseph Bryant Rotherham], Introduction, pp. 23-25). 

“‘Jehovah’ is the best known English pronunciation of the divine name, 

although ‘Yahweh’ is favored by most Hebrew scholars. The oldest Hebrew 

manuscripts present the name in the form of four consonants, commonly 

called the Tetragrammaton (from Greek te∙tra-, meaning ‘four,’ and 

gram’ma, ‘letter’). These four letters (written from right to left) are hwhy 

and may be transliterated into English as YHWH (or, JHVH),” (Insight on 

the Scriptures, Vol. 2, pg. 5: “Jehovah,” Watchtower Bible and Tract 

Society, 1988). 

“Jehovah – ‘A mispronunciation (introduced by Christian theologians, but 

almost entirely disregarded by the Jews) of the Hebrew “Yhwh,” the 

(ineffable) name of God (the Tetragrammaton or “Shem ha-Meforash”). 

This pronunciation is grammatically impossible; it arose through 

pronouncing the vowels of the “kere” (marginal reading of the Masorites:  

= “Adonay”) with the consonants of the “ketib” (text-reading: = “Yhwh”)—

“Adonay” (the Lord) being substituted with one exception wherever Yhwh 

occurs in the Biblical and liturgical books. “Adonay” presents the vowels 

“shewa” (the composite under the guttural aleph becomes a simple shewa 

under the yod), “holem,” and “kamez,” and these give the reading (= 

“Jehovah”). Sometimes, when the two names YHWH and Adonay occur 

together, the former is pointed with “ḥatef segol” under the י —thus, (= 

“Jehovah”)—to indicate that in this combination it is to be pronounced 

“Elohim.” These substitutions of “Adonay”and “Elohim” for Yhwh were 

devised to avoid the profanation of the Ineffable Name (hence is also 

written, or even, and read “ha-Shem” = “the Name”).’” (Jewish 

Encyclopedia, Emil G. Hirsch) 

Needless to say, the above sources all confirm the fact that “Yehovah” or “Jehovah” 

arose from scribal additions to the Hebrew text. They added the vowel points from 
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Adonai to the Tetragrammaton. Those who state that the name Yehovah is based 

on the Hebrew manuscripts neglect to realize this crucial fact. The debate of Yehovah is 

not whether this name is found in Hebrew manuscripts but rather how the name arose 

within these manuscripts. As scholarship overwhelmingly verifies, the name 

Yehovah arose from willful and deliberate alterations to the Hebrew text by 

Jewish scribes. For this reason, those promoting this name are simply following an old 

Jewish superstition designed to conceal the true name of our Creator, Yahweh! 

A Late Rendition – Evolution of Je(ho)vah by the Masoretes. 

From the book Pronunciation of the Tetragrammaton: A Historico-Linguistic 

Approach, we find this interesting scholarly explanation regarding the progression of 

the name Jehovah and the evolution of the “ho” sound from early Masoretic (Ben Asher) 

Manuscripts to the later Medieval Manuscripts. 

“Both Paul Kahle and Peter Katz believed Jehovah to have originated with 

a combination of vowels of ‘adhonay and shema’ with the consonants of 

the Tetragrammaton. Dr. Reisel concurs: ‘The sewa under the yod is in my 

view connected with the pronunciation shema (rendering for hwhy), from 

which the spelling yehouah < yehwah was derived, under the partial 

influence of ‘dhny.’ In early Masoretic (Ben Asher) MSS the common 

vocalization of the Tetragrammaton is yehwah in later (Medieval) MSS we 

find yehouah. This is the reason why many scholars view Jehovah 

(Yehovah) as an unnatural, artificial construction. Such arguments against 

the Jehovah-pronunciation would become null and void if it could be 

traced back to early North Israelite usage.” 

This is the problem we see. Yehovah lacks any ancient manuscripts before the Masoretic 

times to back it up. The preponderance of ancient evidence clearly shows us it must be 

discounted as a viable pronunciation. 

Case of the Missing Vowel Point 

https://www.amazon.com/Pronunciation-Tetragrammaton-Historico-Linguistic-Steven-Ortlepp/dp/1445272202
https://www.amazon.com/Pronunciation-Tetragrammaton-Historico-Linguistic-Steven-Ortlepp/dp/1445272202
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Some will debate that the vowel points of Adonai and Yehovah are not the same. While 

this is technically true, this difference is due to Hebrew grammar. Wikipedia explains 

this process: “The vocalisations Yehovah and Adonai are not identical. The shva in 

YHWH…and the hataf patakh in [Adonai]…appear different. The vocalisation can be 

attributed to Biblical Hebrew phonology, where the hataf patakh is grammatically 

identical to a shva, always replacing every shva nah under a guttural letter. Since the 

first letter of ינדא is a guttural letter while the first letter of הוהי is not, the hataf patakh 

under the (guttural) aleph reverts to a regular shva under the (non-guttural) Yod.” 

The above citation was sent to Professor Fassberg, Ph.D., at the Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem and he concurred that the explanation was correct based on Hebrew 

grammar (for additional information on Professor Fassberg, see section “Waw or 

Vav?”). 

Once a person realizes this fact, the argument that Yehovah does not contain the vowel 

points from Adonai is simply false. The hataf patakh (compound shwa) found under the 

aleph of Adonai and missing from the yod of Yehovah is the result of Hebrew grammar. 

Those who state otherwise in defense of Yehovah are not understanding the mechanics 

of the Hebrew language. 

Additional Hybrids 
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Another problem with those claiming that Yehovah is confirmed through the vowel 

points from Adonai is that we see alternative pronunciations of the Tetragrammaton 

based on Hebrew vowel points added by the Masoretes. For example, the Leningrad 

codex, a codex that many advocates of Yehovah rely on, contains additional Hebrew 

spellings. Below are six examples where the Divine Name contains different vowel 

points (transliteration approximate): 

 Yehwah (Genesis 2:4) – ְיהָוה

 Yehowah (Genesis 3:14) – ְיֹהָוה

ִוהיֱהָֹ  – Yehowih (Judges 16:28) 

 Yehuwih (Genesis 15:2) – יֱהִוה

 Yehowih (1 Kings 2:26) – ְיֹהִוה

 Yehwih (Ezekiel 24:24) – ְיהִוה

The Adonai Preceding Yehovah Dilemma 

Those who argue that the vowels for Yehovah have no relation to Adonai have some 

explaining to do. Within the Leningrad codex and the Aleppo codex (see image below) is 

it merely coincidence that when the Tetragrammaton is preceded by Adonai, it receives 

different pointing? If Yehovah contains the proper and correct vowels, then why do we 

see the pattern of inserting the vowels for Elohim in the Tetragrammaton when Adonai 

proceeds it? This is a serious dilemma for the Yehovah proponents and clearly it proves 

a redundant pattern. This is one of those elementary concepts that slips past the 

unlearned but it is well understood in scholarship. 
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As seen (on p. 15) in the Aleppo Codex in Judges 16:28, the name YHWH appears twice 

with two different sets of vowel points with the approximate renderings “Yehwoh” and 

“Yehohiw.” “Yehwoh” derives from the vowel points of Adonai and “Yehohiw” derives 

from the vowel points of Elohim. When the word Adonai was in close proximity in the 

text to YHWH, the Jews added the vowel points from Elohim to YHWH, indicating the 

reader was to read “Elohim.” This was to reduce redundancy with the Hebrew Adonai. 

Strong’s Concordance #H3069 explains this process: “Yehovih (yeh-ho-vee’); a 

variation of #H3068 [used after #H136, and pronounced by Jews as #H430, in order 

to prevent the repetition of the same sound, since they elsewhere pronounce #H3068 

as #H136]” (for clarification, #H136 correspondents to “Adonai” and #H430 to 

“Elohim”). According to the Englishmans Concordance, #H3069 is found a total of 615 

times in the Hebrew Old Testament.” 

Those who support Yehovah do so entirely on the vowel points added by the Masoretes. 

However, as we find in the Leningrad and Aleppo codices, along with many others, there 

are several different renderings for the Tetragrammaton. How is it possible to reconcile 

that the Jews both preserved the name Yehovah and explain why they introduced these 

alternate Hebrew spellings? For those who believe that Yehovah is the correct 

pronunciation, their only recourse would be to state that these other spellings were 

mistakes. However, based on the Jewish Talmud, the thought of a Jewish scribe making 

such a mistake, especially to the Divine Name, is unthinkable. Jewish scribal rules 

required that if a Torah Scroll was found to contain any mistakes it could not be used, 

unless the mistake was resolved within 30 days. If not, the scroll was to be buried. 

Knowing this, even if these alternative pronunciations were mistakes, to believe that 

they were all missed and allowed to remain in the text is unbelievable. 

The other explanation is that the Jews willfully concealed the name with the vowel 

points from Adonai (as seen in Genesis 2:4 within the Leningrad codex) and Elohim (as 

seen in Judges 16:28 of the Leningrad and Aleppo codices). Considering the 

implausibility that the Jews overlooked these alternative spellings, the only logical 

conclusion is that they were aware and added the vowel points to instruct the reader not 

to pronounce the Divine Name and replace it with the words “Adonai” and “Elohim.” As 

a side note here, the Masoretes would often add the vowel points from Elohim to YHWH 

when the Tetragrammaton preceded the word “Adonai.” This was to reduce redundancy 

within the text. 

Here are some videos to check out: 

1. Exposing the Erroneous Name Yehovah 

2. 7 Reasons the Name YEHOVAH Is a Counterfeit! 

3. Preeminent Scholar and PhD DEBUNKS the Name Yehovah 

4. Yehovah or Yahweh? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AnkKIeJLa4w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQKuQ1Owzq8&t=16m28s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moFVaQ8lgAU&t=1156s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnTrU2cMxIY
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Waw or Vav? 

Another linguistic impossibility with Yehovah is the use of the “v.” While some who 

support Yehovah will state that the sixth letter of the Hebrew alphabet was originally a 

“vav” and not a “waw,” pronounced as a “v” and not a “w,” most Hebrew scholars 

disagree. According to some linguists, the Hebrew vav arose from Ashkenazi Hebrew, 

which was influenced by the Germanic language. 

Menahem Mansoor notes: 

“There are, generally speaking, two main pronunciations: the Ashkenazi, 

or German, originated by Central and Eastern European Jews and carried 

to all countries to which those Jews have emigrated (Western Europe, 

America, etc.): and the Sephardi, or Spanish, used by the Jews of Spanish 

or Portugese stock in Europe and America and also by Jews from Oriental 

countries. In all universities and through-out Israel, the Sephardi 

pronunciation has been adopted, since it is generally believed that this is 

the pronunciation nearest to the original…” (Biblical Hebrew, pg. 33) 

As noted by Menahem Mansoor, Sephardi is older than Ashkenazi and closest to biblical 

Hebrew. Unlike Ashkenazi, Sephardic and Yemenite Hebrew were never influenced by 

the Germanic language and therefore maintained a closer resemblance to ancient 

Hebrew. 

Edward Horowitz in his book, How the Hebrew Language Grew, states: 

“The sound of waw a long time ago wasn’t ‘vav’ at all but ‘w’ and ‘w’ is 

weak. The Yemenite Jews of Arabia who retain an ancient, correct and 

pure pronunciation of Hebrew still pronounce the waw as ‘w,’ as does 

Arabic, the close sister language of Hebrew,” pp. 29-30. As Horowitz 

notes, the “vav” is a modern form of the older “waw.” 

In addition, J.D. Wijnkoop, literary candidate in the University of Leyden and rabbi of 

the Jewish Congregation in Amsterdam, states in his book, Manual of Hebrew 

Grammar: 

“Waw is a softly, scarcely audible pronounced w, which is produced by a 

quick opening of the lips,” (Forgotten Books, Classic Reprint Series, 2015, 

pg. 3, original publication 1898). 

Mansoor, Horowitz, and Wijnkoop all confirm that the sixth letter of the Hebrew 

alphabet was originally a waw and pronounced as a “w.” Horowitz also notes that the 

Yemenite Jews have a purer form of Hebrew as compared to modern Hebrew. An Israeli 

archaeologist who was a graduate of Hebrew University and archaeologist with the 

https://www.logos.com/product/4333/biblical-hebrew-step-by-step
https://www.amazon.com/Hebrew-Language-Grew-Edward-Horowitz/dp/0881254878
https://www.amazon.com/Manual-Hebrew-Grammar-Classic-Reprint/dp/1397239581
https://www.amazon.com/Manual-Hebrew-Grammar-Classic-Reprint/dp/1397239581
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Israeli Antiquities Authority, confirmed that the pronunciation was Yahweh and stated 

that this is how his Yemenite wife would pronounce the Name and explained how 

Yemenite Hebrew is closer to biblical Hebrew with the use of the “waw” in place of the 

newer “vav.” 

Dr. Steven Fassberg, who received his Ph.D. from Harvard and teaches at the Hebrew 

University of Jerusalem as a professor in the Hebrew language department, also 

confirms the use of the waw and the erroneous nature of Yehovah. He states: 

“The pronunciation you mentioned [i.e., Yehovah] is a mistake. The 

Hebrew consonantal text is YHWH and no one really knows how that was 

pronounced in Old Testament times. At a later date (the latter half of the 

2nd millennium CE) Masoretes added vowel signs to the consonantal text. 

Whenever the Tetragrammaton was written, they added the vowel signs of 

the word ‘Adonay,’ which means ‘My Lord’ – there was a taboo on 

pronouncing the Divine name and one was supposed to read the word 

‘Adonay – my Lord.’ Much later some started reading the vowel signs 

together with YHWH and came up with the nonsensical word Jehovah. 

There is no doubt that the original sound was w and not v. Sometime 

during the history of the Hebrew language there was a shift from “w” to “v” 

in pronunciation, probably already during the Mishnaic Period.” 

In addition to serving as director of the Orion Center for the Study of the Dead Sea 

Scrolls and Associated Literature from 2006-2009, he has also contributed to many 

articles and publications. Below are a few as noted on his online profile: 

• Revision and updating of the entries “Aramaic,” “Neo-Aramaic,” and “Semitic 

Languages,” in Encyclopaedia Judaica, eds. M. Berenbaum and F. Skolnik. 2nd 

ed. Detroit: Macmillan Reference USA, 2007. 

• A Grammar of the Palestinian Targum Fragments from the Cairo Genizah. 

Harvard Semitic Studies 38. Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1990. 322 pages. 

• Studies in the Syntax of Biblical Hebrew. Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1994. 202 

pp. (in Hebrew) 

• The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Challa. Semitic Languages and Linguistics 

54. Leiden: Brill, 2010. pg. 314 

• The Language of the Bible, 87-104 in Zipora Talshir, ed., The Literature of the 

Hebrew Bible: Introductions and Studies. Jerusalem: Yad Ben-Zvi Press, 2011 (in 

Hebrew). 

Even though Professor Fassberg does not admit to the Divine Name, he does makes it 

absolutely clear that Yehovah is a mistake as it follows the old Jewish tradition of adding 
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the vowel points from Adonai to the Tetragrammaton. He concludes by stating that 

Jehovah, i.e., Yehovah, is “nonsensical.” 

He also explains that while the Jews combined the vowel points with the Divine Name, 

they were reading the word Adonai. Only later did some Jews incorrectly begin reading 

the vowel points with “YHWH,” phonetically enunciating Yehovah. Ironically, those who 

support Yehovah today are not only following a long-standing rabbinic tradition of 

concealing the Name but they are doing so incorrectly based on the initial Jewish 

practice. 

He also confirms here with absolute certainty that the “waw” pre-dates the “vav.” This 

again poses a significant problem for those who support Yehovah. Since the “vav” did 

not exist in biblical Hebrew, Yehovah would have been an impossibility. Only in modern 

Hebrew do we see the use of the “vav.” 

However, even with such overwhelming evidence, there is one popular teacher within 

the Messianic community who attempts to support the use of the “vav” by stating that 

the “waw” arose through Arabic influence. While he states that this was confirmed by a 

“top expert,” he fails to identify this person. It should also be noted that Hebrew is far 

older than Arabic. According to scholars, the Arabic language does not predate the 4th 

Century CE. The thought of a newer language influencing a pre-existing language in 

such a way is illogical. This person also states that the “vav” can be verified from a 6th 

Century CE Hebrew poet Eleazar ben Killir. According to Professor Fassberg, the “v” as 

it pertains to “vav,” can be verified by the Mishnaic Period (1st to 3rd Century CE, see 

below). Therefore, knowing that the “v” existed by the 3rd Century CE, it should not be a 

surprise to find a Hebrew document from the 6th Century CE using the “v.” These so-

called proofs for a “v” sound for the Hebrew “waw” is nothing but smoke and mirrors 

and it is contrary to the preponderance of scholarship. 
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Dead Sea Scrolls Rebuff “Yehovah” 

There’s another issue with 

Yehovah and that is the use of 

the “o.” This letter derives 

from the holam, the vowel 

point that sits above the 

“waw” within the Masoretic 

manuscripts. The issue with 

this letter is that it’s not 

supported by the Dead Sea 

Scrolls. In many cases, when 

a holam appears in the 

Masoretic documents, the 

Dead Sea Scrolls reflect this sound through the use of the letter “waw,” which in biblical 

Hebrew was used as both a vowel and a consonant. An example of this can been seen 

with the Hebrew elohim in Psalms 138:1. In this instance, the Dead Sea Scrolls contain 

an additional “waw,” which is replaced with the holam in the Masoretic codices. With 

this in mind, we should anticipate seeing an additional “waw” in the Tetragrammaton in 

some of the instances of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Surprisingly, though, there are no 

instances where the Tetragrammaton contains a second “waw” to reflect the “o” within 

the Dead Sea Scrolls. This lack of evidence strongly suggested that the holam or “o” 

within Yehovah is a recent addition. This is one more piece of evidence confirming that 

Yehovah is a counterfeit. 
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Four Vowels 

Flavius Josephus, the prominent Jewish 

historian who lived between 37 – 100 CE, also 

attests to the use of the “waw” or “w” within the 

Hebrew language. In describing the High 

Priest’s mitre or turban, he writes: 

“A mitre also of fine linen encompassed 

his head, which was tied by a blue ribbon, 

about which there was another golden 

crown, in which was engraven the sacred 

name: it consists of four vowels,” The Wars Of The Jews, Book 5, chapter 

5, paragraph 7. 

Besides the “waw” the other letters in the mitre were yod (y) and hey (h), which formed 

the Tetragrammaton (yod-hey-waw-hey), that appeared on the High Priest’s mitre. 

Technically, the Hebrew language has understood vowels and these Hebrew letters are 

vowel-consonants with the following sounds: 

Yod = “ee” 

Hey = “ei,” “ay,” “ah” 

Waw = “oh,” “oo” 

Vowels are spoken with an open mouth, allowing unobstructed air flow and consonantal 

sounds are produced with the mouth fairly or partially closed. We can see that in such 

consonants as v, f, s, and z, the airflow is obstructed and the sound is made by squeezing 

the air through a narrow space. 

While “v” is considered a consonant, “w” can be both a vowel and consonant and 

categorized as a semi-vowel. The Standard American Encyclopedia states: 

“W represents two sounds: 1) The distinctive sound properly belonging to 

it is that which it has at the beginning of a syllable, and when followed by a 

vowel, as in was, will, woe, forward, housework, etc.; 2) at the end of 

syllables, in which position it is always preceded by a vowel, it has either 

no force at all (or at most only serves to lengthen the vowel), as in law, 

paw, grow, lawful; or it forms the second element in a diphthong, as in 

few, new, now, vow, in such cases it is really a vowel,” Vol. XIV, “W,” 1940. 

Once a person understands how a vowel is formed and that Yahweh’s Name (YHWH) 

consists of four vowel-consonants, the question about the “vav” and “waw” is quickly 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2850/2850-h/2850-h.htm#link52HCH0005
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2850/2850-h/2850-h.htm#link52HCH0005
https://www.ebay.com/itm/1940-Vintage-The-Standard-American-Encyclopedia-Set-Volumes-1-15-USA-/153368032750
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settled. Since the “vav” produces a “v” sound, representing a consonant and the “waw” 

produces a “w” sound, representing a consonant or vowel, the only possible option is the 

“waw.” 

Early Church Fathers 

While “Yehovah” does not appear in any manuscripts before the 9th Century CE, there is 

evidence for “Yahweh” within the Greek manuscripts dating to the 2nd Century CE and 

later. Consider the following sources: 

“The true pronunciation of the name YHWH was never lost. Several early 

Greek writers of the Christian Church testify that the name was 

pronounced ‘Yahweh’ ” (Encyclopaedia Judaica, vol. 7, pg. 680). 

“Early Christian writers, such as Clement of Alexandria in the 2nd century, 

had used the form Yahweh, thus this pronunciation of the 

Tetragrammaton was never really lost. Greek transcriptions  also indicated 

that YHWH should be pronounced Yahweh” (Encyclopedia Britannica, 

15th ed., vol. x, pg. 786). 

“The pronunciation Yahweh is indicated by transliteration of the name 

into Greek in early Christian literature, in the form iaoue (Clement of 

Alexandria) or iabe (Theodoret; by this time Gk. b had the pronunciation 

of v)…Strictly speaking, Yahweh is the only ‘name’ of God. In Genesis 

wherever the word sem (‘name’) is associated with the divine being that 

name is Yahweh” (Eerdman’s Bible Dictionary, 1979 pg. 478). 

“Such a conclusion, giving ‘Yahweh’ as the pronunciation of the name, is 

confirmed by the testimony of the Fathers and gentile writers, where the 

forms IAO, Yaho, Yaou, Yahouai, and Yahoue appear. Especially important 

is the statement of Theodoret in relation to Ex. lvi., when he says: ‘the 

Samaritans call it [the tetragrammaton] ‘Yabe,’ the Jews call it ‘Aia’…” 

(The New Schaff-Herzog Religious Encyclopedia, “Yahweh,” pg. 471). 

“I mentioned the evidence from Greek papyri found in Egypt. The best of 

these is Iaouee (London Papyri, xlvi, 446-483). Clement of Alexandria 

said, “The mystic name which is called the Tetragrammaton…is 

pronounced Iaoue, which means, “Who is, and who shall be” ” (Dr. Anson 

R. Rainy, Biblical Archaeology Review, Sept.-Oct 1994). Dr. Rainy is a 

professor of Ancient and Near Eastern Cultures and Semitic Linguistics at 

Tel Aviv University. 
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As confirmed through these references, the pronunciation of Yahweh was preserved in 

Greek by several church fathers. This included Clement of Alexandria, Origin and 

Theodoret. It is important to realize that these Greek documents contain vowels, 

ensuring us of the exact pronunciation and that they pre-date the Hebrew manuscripts 

containing the pronunciation “Yehovah” by nearly 700 years. 

Gnostic Support 

In addition to early church writers, evidence for 

Yahweh is also found in The Nag Hammadi 

codices, dating from the 2nd to the 4th Century CE. 

This library of Gnostic writings was discovered in 

Upper Egypt, near Nag Hammadi, in 1945. In all, 

there are over 50 texts within this library. Since 

they are in Greek, as the church fathers, they 

preserved the pronunciation. 

One such book is The Secret Book of John. Within this codex, it mentions the name 

Yahweh and notes: 

“Eloim and Yawe, two names of God in the Hebrew scriptures…. Yahweh is 

the name of God (based on the Tetragrammaton, the ineffable four-letter 

name)” (Dr. Marvin Meyer, The Nag Hammadi Scriptures, pg. 127). 

The Secret Book of John dates to the second century, as it was known to the church 

father Irenaeus. This was the same timeframe as Clement of Alexandria, who also 

confirmed the name. Even though Gnosticism was rightly deemed heretical by the early 

church, it is another witness to the pronunciation of Yahweh. The fact that these groups 

were at odds but agreed on “Yahweh,” is significant and it adds credence to this 

pronunciation. It verifies that “Yahweh” was widely recognized as early as the second 

century, nearly 700 years before any Hebrew manuscripts containing Yehovah. 

Yahweh, BCE 

There is perhaps evidence supporting Yahweh’s name as far back as Hammurabi (1810 – 

1750 BCE), the first king of Babylon. According to Halley’s Bible Handbook on page 62: 

“ “Sayce announced (1898) that he had discovered, on three separate 

tablets in the British museum, of the time of Hammurabi, the words 

jahwe…is God.” Clearly, jahwe would be rendered “Yahweh.” ” 

Additional evidence for the short form “Yah” may also be found in the Murashu texts 

dating back to 464 BCE (Aramaic cuneiform scripts on clay tablets) and ancient 

http://gnosis.org/naghamm/apocjn-davies.html
https://www.amazon.com/Halleys-Bible-Handbook-Henry-Halley/dp/0310402301
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Egyptian hieroglyphics, containing the first syllable of the Tetragrammaton and 

corresponding to IA or YA. This may offer additional evidence against the “yeh” in 

Yehovah. 

It is important to note that both of these sources contain vowels, which confirms the 

“yah” syllable before Jewish vowel pointing. 

Akkadian Tablets Reveal “Yah” 

Another strike against the “Yeh” prefix in Yehovah is that we find many Jewish names 

with the theophoric element “Yah” and “Yahu” dating to 572-477 BCE in Akkadian 

cuneiform tablets, a language cognate to Hebrew. Examples of such names include: 

Yahadil, Yahitu, Yahmuzu, Yahuazar, Yahuazza, and Yahuhin. YRM recently contacted 

several professors through email inquiring about these names and they received the 

following responses. Professor Ran Zadok from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem 

who specializes in Mesopotamian, Iranian and Judaic Studies, confirmed, “It seems to 

me that the cuneiform spellings render approximately *Ya(h)w” (see similar rendering 

on the Dead Sea Scroll fragment below). 

Professor Martin Worthington from Cambridge who specializes in Mesopotamian 

languages and literature, states, “…scholarly consensus has it that Yahwistic names are 

well attested in first-millennium Babylonia. As several scholars have observed, there is a 

strong tendency (though not an absolute rule) for the form to be yahu at the beginning 

of the name, and yama at the end of the name (though yama is actually yawa, since in 

this period intervocalic m is usually pronounced w). The cuneiform script does include 

vowels. The sign IA is a bit of a special case, since it can represent ia, ii, iu or ie. But in 

this case we also have spellings such as ia-a-hu, showing that the vowel is indeed ‘a’.” 

For additional study, refer to Documents of Judean Exiles and West Semites in 

Babylonia in the Collection of David Sofer by Laurie E. Pearce and Cornelia Wunsch. 

In addition to these sources confirming the short form “Yahw” or “Yaho,” they also 

suggest that a shift occurred between “Yah” to “Ye” within the prefixes of Jewish names 

between the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid (572-477 BCE) and the Masoretic (6-10 

Century CE) periods. These names also offer indirect evidence for the prefix “Yah” 

within the Tetragrammaton and therefore casting doubt on the “Ye” within Yehovah. 

The Smoking Gun 

It’s surprising for some to learn that the short form of the name “Yah” (Yahweh = ee-ah-

oo-eh) is found in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Manuscript 4Q120-4QpapLXXLevb (See below) 

shows the Greek: Iota, Alpha, Omega, transliteration: YAW or Yahw. This clearly shows 

that the vowel pointing with “Yeh” is erroneous as it relates to the phonetic 

pronunciation of the name and supports the scholarly consensus that these vowel 

https://www.amazon.com/CUSAS-28-Documents-Babylonia-Collection/dp/1934309575
https://www.amazon.com/CUSAS-28-Documents-Babylonia-Collection/dp/1934309575
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markings are a direct result of the later vowel pointing for Adonai added to the 

Tetragrammaton. 

 

It is important to understand that the “Omega” (Ω) in Greek does not produce the sound 

of a “V” but rather a “W.” In phonetic terms, the Ancient Greek Ω or lowercase ω; is a 

long open-mid o, comparable to the vowel of the British word “raw.” 

As noted in the book – The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English, pg. 472: 

“…It is worth noting that in Lev. iv, 27 (4Q120, fr. 20, 4) the Tetragram 

(the divine name YHWH) is rendered semi-phonetically as Iao, and is not 

replaced, as was customary later, by the Greek Kurios (Lord).” 

It is rather puzzling to see an attempt to use late manuscripts e.g. Leningrad Codex, 

Aleppo Codex (both 10 Century C.E. MSS) as proof for Yehovah but which also have 

several other renderings like Yehohiw (with the vowels for Elohim inserted) written in 

the text. Yet, we see in the Dead Sea Scrolls three of the four parts of the 

Tetragrammaton (Yahw) going back to the 1st Century written in Greek with the vowels 

preserved. This is over 900 years before the Leningrad and Aleppo codices were written. 

https://www.amazon.com/Complete-Dead-Sea-Scrolls-English/dp/0141197315
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Retracting Yehovah 

There are at least two instances where scholars accepted Yehovah but then they later 

retracted their support in favor for Yahweh. After supporting Yehovah in its first edition, 

the Keil & Delitzsch Old Testament Commentaries removed it from later printings. They 

stated: 

“…it must be conceded that the pronunciation Jahve [Yahweh] is to be 

regarded as the original pronunciation. The mode of pronunciation Jehova 

[Yehovah] has only come up within the last three hundred years; our own 

‘Jahava’ [in the first edition] was an innovation” (Nehemiah to Psalm 

LXVII, p. 827). 

Gesenius also initially accepted the Tetragrammaton with the vowel points from Adonai, 

but then he later retracted his support for this hybrid and it was noted within Gesenius 

Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon: 

“This opinion Gesenius afterward thoroughly retracted,” pg. 337. Upon 

rejecting Yehovah, he supported the pronunciation Yahweh. 

Both Keil and Delitzsch and Gesenius [1786–1842], perhaps the most renowned 

linguistic scholar of his day and even in modern scholarship, rejected the inaccurate 

form Yehovah in favor of Yahweh. This withdrawal offers additional evidence for the 

erroneous nature of Yehovah. 

Wilhelm Gesenius in his Hebrew Lexicon, the first edition published in 1810 and 1812, 

supported the pronunciation Yahweh (with the final letter being silent) as a result of the 

Samaritan pronunciation Ιαβε reported by early church theologian Theodoret (393–

458/466 CE), and because the theophoric name prefixes YHW /jeho/ and YW /jo/, the 

theophoric name suffixes YHW /jahu/ and YH /jah/ and the abbreviated form YH /jah/ 

can be derived from the form Yahweh. The Dead Sea Scrolls Manuscript 4Q120-

4QpapLXXLevb seen above in Greek rendering “YAW,” clearly illustrates the Masoretes 

later inserted the vowels for Adonai – ‘Yehovah’ by reading the Masoretic text in 

Leviticus 3:12. It is interesting to point out that this later evidence was unaware to 

Gesenius and it reaffirms his position. 

Gesenius referenced the 1707 book by Adriaan Reland which reprinted the views of a 

number of scholars on the proofs for and against the pronunciation “Yahweh” vs 

“Jehovah,” which allowed the readers to make their own determination based on the 

evidence. Already there was a move by scholars to support Reeland’s view that the 

pronunciation was indeed Yahweh ( ֶוהַיהְָ ) and better represents how the 

Tetragrammaton was pronounced, rather than the previously believed Masoretic 

https://www.studylight.org/commentaries/kdo.html
https://www.amazon.com/Gesenius-Chaldee-Lexicon-Testament-Scriptures/dp/0801037360
https://www.amazon.com/Gesenius-Chaldee-Lexicon-Testament-Scriptures/dp/0801037360
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punctuation “ְיֹהָוָה” (Yehovah) thought correct by early Catholic scholars uneducated in 

the Hebrew language, who did not understand the orthographic device called Qere 

Ketiv, from which the English name Jehovah was derived. Another Masoretic Ketiv Kere 

punctuation, “יֱֹהִוָה”, is used where the synagogue reader speaks Elohim, as he sees the 

vowels for Elohim inserted in the Tetragrammaton. 

Weighing the Evidence 

Let us now weigh the evidence for Yehovah and Yahweh. First, we will consider 

Yehovah. According to a small number of individuals, the name Yehovah is found in 

Hebrew manuscripts dating back no earlier than the 9th Century CE. And while they 

provide such late Hebrew manuscripts for this conclusion, they have no additional proof 

to offer. It is also noteworthy that these manuscripts all include the vowel points or 

diacritical notes of the Masoretes or Jewish scribes. 

The same is not true for Yahweh. The name Yahweh is confirmed by church fathers and 

Gnostic codices dating back to the 2nd Century CE, nearly 700 years before Yehovah 

appears within any Hebrew manuscript. In addition, biblical and linguistic scholarship 

nearly universally agrees that Yehovah is an erroneous hybrid that arose by adding the 

vowel points from Adonai to the Tetragrammaton, a point that advocates of Yehovah 

disagree with but they have no scholarship to rebut. Modern scholarship also 

overwhelmingly is in agreement with the pronunciation of Yahweh. Also, the “w” in 

Yahweh (Hebrew letter “waw”) is almost unanimously agreed upon by scholars to pre-

date the modern “v” or “vav” within Yehovah. Credible biblical Hebrew classes like 

“Basics of Biblical Hebrew” from Zondervan and many others will teach this as fact in 

their curriculum. 

The real issue with Yehovah is not that it doesn’t appear in Hebrew manuscripts of the 

Old Testament but rather how it originated within those manuscripts. Therefore, 

whether a person claims one or a thousand manuscripts, the result is the same; this 

hybrid arose from willful and deliberate scribal modifications of the Tetragrammaton 

due to a belief that this Name was too holy to use, a claim that the Bible clearly refutes. 

This was done by adding the vowel points from Adonai and Elohim to the four letters of 

the Creator’s Name. While this was done out of reverence for the Name, such tampering 

is not biblically permitted. The Third Command warns of not using Yahweh’s name in 

vain. One way of using Yahweh’s name in vain is by replacing it with a counterfeit, 

such as Yehovah. 

For additional information, watch the below videos exposing the hybrid Yehovah: 

Exposing the Erroneous Name Yehovah 

7 Reasons the Name YEHOVAH Is a Counterfeit! 

https://www.zondervan.com/9780310533498/basics-of-biblical-hebrew-grammar/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=PLgeW_p-4ymdRTnJeg2nuzV-xtWJQg8N47&v=AnkKIeJLa4w&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQKuQ1Owzq8&feature=emb_logo
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Preeminent Scholar and PhD DEBUNKS the Name Yehovah 

Yehovah or Yahweh? 

Third Commandment Judgment 

The Third Commandment warns us that “…YHWH will not hold him guiltless [leave him 

unpunished, NASV] that taketh his name in vain” (Deuteronomy 5:11). Leviticus 20:2-5, 

24:10-16, 23, and Deuteronomy 18:20 depict really bad Third Commandment 

transgressions as a crime for which the perpetrator is to be put to death: 

“Further, the one who blasphemes the name of the Lord shall 

most certainly be put to death; all the congregation shall stone 

him. The stranger as well as the native-born shall be put to 

death when he blasphemes the Name [of the Lord].” 

(Leviticus 24:16, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comment added) 

Third Commandment violation is a grievous concern to Yahweh and it should be to us as 

well. Yahweh’s name should be praised, magnified, and memorialized among His 

people: 

“31 So you shall keep My commandments and do them; I am the Lord 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text]. 

32 You shall not profane My holy name [using it to honor an idol, or 

treating it with irreverence or contempt or as a byword]; but I will be 

sanctified (set apart as holy) among the Israelites. I am the Lord 

[Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the Hebrew text], who 

sanctifies and declares you holy,” 

(Leviticus 22:31-32, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

We can hallow Yahweh’s name by returning it to its proper place in His Word, and by 

commemorating it in the way we live. 

“O magnify [The ancient rabbis applied this verse specifically to the 

saying of grace after a meal and instituted the practice of zimmum 

(“invitation”) as a religious duty for three or more men who had eaten 

together. They were to invite one another to say the blessing. One then 

said the blessing and the others were required to say “Amen” in voices no 

louder than that of the speaker of the blessing, based on the word together. 

It was also taught that all the participants in the blessing receive a reward  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=moFVaQ8lgAU&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnTrU2cMxIY&feature=emb_logo
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from God.] the Lord [Strong’s Concordance #H3068 YHWH in the 

Hebrew text] with me, And let us lift up His name together.” 

(Psalm 34:3, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

Personal Testimony 

Many years ago, not long after Yahweh drew my wife and I into the Hebraic Roots, I was 

coming across different spellings and pronunciations of His Name. I thought to myself, 

“How can this be?” I read what different ones said and taught on why His Name was 

this, that or the other. I was confused and I knew that He is not the author of confusion. 

Confusion is of the evil one and not Yahweh. 

So, I came to a point after reading and looking into why different ones wrote and called 

Him by different names that I did what any child normally does when they are curious 

about something, they ask questions. 

I did just that. I asked Him, “What is Your Name?” This is what He spoke to me and it 

has not changed in the over 25 years since He spoke His Name to me. He said, “My 

Name is Yod, Hey, Vav, Hey, Yahweh. This is My Memorial Name.” From 

that time to now, this is the Name I write and use because this is what He has given to 

me personally. 

After this, I was adamant about how His Name was spelled and pronounced. Then, He 

spoke to me again and said, “My son, do not get wrapped up in the Name 

game.” I know Whom they are addressing.” 

Later, He pointed me to the book of Revelation: 

“He who overcomes [the world through believing that Jesus is the Son of 

God], I will make him a pillar [Like the common phrase “pillar of the 

community,” this is a metaphor of great honor, but far more so. The 

statement that the one who overcomes will never leave the temple is 

assurance that he will never lose the privilege of being in the presence of 

God and serving Him.] in the temple of My God; he will most certainly 

never be put out of it, and I will write on him the name of My God, 

and the name of the city of My God, the new Jerusalem, which 

descends out of heaven from My God, and My [own] new name.” 

(Revelation 3:12, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

“11 And I saw heaven opened, and behold, a white horse, and He [Yeshua] 

who was riding it is called Faithful and True (trustworthy, loyal, 

incorruptible, steady), and in righteousness He judges and wages war [on 

the rebellious nations]. 12 His eyes are a flame of fire, and on His head are 
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many royal crowns; and He has a name inscribed [on Him] which no 

one knows or understands except Himself. 13 He is dressed in a 

robe dipped in blood [Christ was once dipped in His own blood for 

mankind’s redemption (1:5; 5:9, etc.), but now in the blood of the wicked 

for mankind’s judgment.], and His name is called The Word of God. 

14 And the armies of heaven, dressed in fine linen, [dazzling] white and 

clean, followed Him on white horses. 15 From His mouth comes a sharp 

sword (His word) with which He may strike down the nations, and He will 

rule [Or shepherd.] them with a rod of iron; and He will tread the wine 

press of the fierce wrath of God, the Almighty [in judgment of the 

rebellious world]. 16 And on His robe and on His thigh He has a 

name inscribed, “KING OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS.” ” 

(Revelation 19:11-16, Amplified Bible (AMP), emphasis and comments added) 

When Yeshua/Jesus returns, He will have a new name and we all will learn His new 

Name. So, ever since He spoke to me, I rest that He is in complete control of His Name. 

He has impressed upon me personally not to take His Name in vain. One of the ways He 

showed me on how this is done is by not speaking His Name. So, I have and continue to 

write and speak His Name that He has given me to use until He returns. I have taken 

this to another level by making sure that I write and speak people’s names because I do 

not want to bring their name to nothingness. 

I hope this study on the Third Commandment has been helpful and instructional. The 

main purpose of studying the Commandments is to better understand what our Creator 

expects of those whom He has called to be His children. Let all of His children seek Him 

and repent of their sins and draw close to Him because He wants a one-on-one personal 

relationship with all of His children. 

Continue to test all things and may Almighty YHWH bless all who study His Absolute 

Written Word. 

Shalom, 

I am One Crying In The Wilderness! 
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